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Editor's Note
"In the beginning was the Word ... "
Well, that may be true for God, but the beginning of my creation process
never begins with the words. More likely it begins with the blank page, the
blinking cursor, the frustrated sighs. Finding the right words to fill the page,
that's the hard part.
But when success is found, how cherished those words become. The
creation is loved, fawned over, and maybe flaunted a bit.
That's what you hold in your hands.
Student writers agonized over their words, creating something they are
proud of and want others to read. Even to the poinr of submitting their be-
loved words to a panel of peer readers to blindly rate their writing on a scale
of one to five. From those scores averaged, the top rating pieces were sem
to an ourside judge to be critiqued and scored. The writers let go, allowing
their pieces to be read and judged by people that didn't know them, didn't
know the back story, the circumstances, the choices that went into their
writing. That takes guts.
What you are about to read is straight from the writers. As editors we did
nothing to alter the content or message the author intended to get across to
their audience (though a comma was added here or there). We felt it impor-
tant to keep the author's intent and artistic freedom intact. Some of what
you will read may be jarring, unexpected, bur we encourage jeu to read with
integrity and maturity. Be open minded, it's a good quality to have.
There were so many wonderful pieces submitted, so many good words
written. It was very hard to say no to some of them. Please, be encouraged.
You are all writers, you are all gifted. In the end, it was impossible to print
everything, and as hard as it was, we had to leave some out.
However, ro those of you who will find your words within these pages,
congratulations. It has been a wonderful adventure working on this year's
Spectrum, and I am very proud of the end product you hold in your hands.
I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I did.
Kristin Trease
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Year of Quilts
by Kristin Trease
This wasn't where I expected myself eight months after graduating from
college. Nevertheless, here I was moving back home.
Life is never what we expect.
My mom didn't expect to become a widow with three daughters [Q take
care of. Her three daughters didn't expect to become orphans. Her middle
daughter didn't expect to finish the last half of her freshman year of college
without a mother. Her oldest daughter didn't expect to assume the role of
guardian for her youngest sister. Her youngest daughter didn't expect co turn
nine without a mom.
After the funeral daze died down, it was decided that I would move home;
Madilyn would go back to college; Lizzie would continue second grade. Life
would continue as normal as possible. Itwould be easier that way. For them,
anyway.
Losing your mom is never ea..'iY.But not having to leave your home makes
it easier.
So Iassumed the role of the parent. Kind of. "
I cooked breakfast when she woke up. I rook her ro school. I did my shift
at the cafe. I picked her up at four o'clock. I helped her do homework. I
cooked supper. Ibrushed and braided her hair after her shower. Igave, her a
kiss goodnight. I listened outside the door as she cried herself to sleep: I cried
myself ro sleep.
January: Deep Red
It had been two weeks since Imoved in when I found Lizzie in Mom's sew-
ing room. She was sitting behind the sewing machine, spinning slowly in the
chair.
"Lizzie?"
She looked up at me, surprised I was standing in the door.
That seemed to be the reaction I got most often. I suppose that had something
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co do with the fact I hadn't lived at home for more than half her life. She
wasn't expecting to see me. Or she was hoping I was someone else.
"What are you doing?" Iasked walking in me room slowly, careful not to
tip over any of the piles of fabric and projects precariously stacked around the
room.
Lizzie shrugged, then kept spinning. Isighed, looking around the room.
Mom had been a pack rat, keeping every piece of fabric she could, certain
it would come in handy someday. On the cutting table there was a deep red
fabric laying out, a quilting magazine next to it. Opening me magazine to the
page with the corner folded over, Ifound a note with Mom's handwriting.
Lizzie - reds
"Was this her next project?" I asked. Lizzie nodded. "Were you going to
make it together?" Another nod. "Who for?"
"Crarna," she whispered.
Inodded, remembering Mom telling me about it after they got back from
the' trip to Arizona co visit Crania in November. "It's pretty."
Lizzie started spinning in her chair again. I looked at the pattern in the
magazine. It wasn't hard, simple offset triangles.
"We should make it," I told her.
Lizzie looked up, small smile on her face. "Can we?"
Inodded. "Do we have fabric to go with it?" Lizzie shrugged. "Well, let's
look around. I'm sure there's something in here we can use," I gestured to the
high piles of fabric around us.
She hopped off the chair, leaving it to spin by itself as she began to shuffle
through boxes. I followed suit. The rest of me afternoon was spent digging
through our mother's legacy.We kept pretty quiet. Maybe it was easier that
way.
February: Purple
"Charlotte," Lizzie began over breakfast one morning, "can we start another
quilt?"
I shrugged, "I guess. What do you want to do?"
"Morn started making a baby quilt for Cousin Claire. It's purple. We
should finish it," she said quietly, not looking up from her cereal.
I nodded, "Sounds good."
"It's on the table; I found it last night."
I smiled. "We'll work on it this afternoon when we get home from school
and work, okay?"
She nodded with a small smile.
Before I went to work, I looked at the pattern and fabric Mom had picked
out. It was very pretty light purples. Looking around the room, there were
small plastic boxes all over the place, filled with half started projects and
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fabrics picked out for certain people. Mom rarely had a long enough atten-
tion span to finish what she started.
Her lack of follow-through became expected, at least by her daughters.
She always had really great intentions, and when she actually finished
something, it was beautifully done. Getting around to actually finishing,
that was the problem. She always teased Madilyn and me that when she was
just making sure we'd stay busy after she died. We never took her seriously.
Yet here I was, standing in a room filled to the brim with projects half
finished, a little sister to raise, and a life that got sidetracked when a drunk
driver plowed into our mother in the middle of a snow storm.
I began to cut the purple fabric for Lizzie and me co work on later that
afternoon, the mass of projects looming all around me.
March: Aquamarine
"When is Madilyn coming?"
"I don't know for sure," 1 told her as 1 sewed aqua binding around the
quilt we had just finished for our sister.
"How long is spring break?"
''About a week."
"Will we finish it in time?"
"I don't know, Lizzie."
"What if we don't?"
"Well, then it won't be a surprise."
"But it has to be! A birthday present has to be a surprise!"
"Lizzie," 1 stopped and looked up from the quilt, "Calm down. She won't
care if the binding isn't done. She'll love it anyway. Okay?"
Lizzie nodded with a small frown on her face. "Hurry, though, okay?"
''I'll go as fast as I can," 1 reassured as I began to sew again.
Lizzie fidgeted in her chair for a few seconds, beginning to spin again
when we heard the door open and slam shut. (
"Quick! Go catch her before she gets in here!" I told her.
She jumped down from the chair and ran from the room. Ikept sewing,
bur listened.
"Madi!"
"Hey! How are you?"
"Fine."
"Where's Charlotte?"
"Not in the sewing room!"
"Huh, then we have some ghost using the sewing machine. Let's go check
it OUL"
"No!"
1 heard giggling and a bit of a struggle before Madilyn was standing in the
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door with Lizzie slung over her shoulder.
"It was supposed to be a surprise!" Lizzie yelled as Madilyn put her down.
"Happy Birthday," I smiled at my sister.
"You guys made this for me?"
Lizzie nodded, "We found it!"
I explained, "Mom picked out the fabric and had it labeled for you."
Madilyn smiled with tight lips and sad eyes. "1 love it."
April: White
"But white is so boring!" Lizzie whined as we opened the box and took
out the fabric.
I smiled. "That's what Mom picked our for Cousin Adie's wedding. Do
you want to finish it or not?"
She sighed, "Yeah. I guess."
I had to agree with Lizzie, white did seem boring. But the adventure of
finishing Mom's unfinished projects hadn't turned out badly yet, so I trusted
her. We would finish what Mom started.
Working in silence had become our norm, neither of us especially chatty
people. Maybe that's why Lizzie's conversation topic surprised me.
"Charlotte, how long are you going to stay with me?"
Looking up, Lizzie was playing with a button on the cutting table across
from me, avoiding eye contact. It wasn't very often when Lizzie would
bring up a conversation that centered around our life since Mom died. 1
couldn't remember if we had actually ever talked about how long this living
arrangement would last.
"Umrn, I'm not really sure, Lizzie," I answered honestly.
She nodded, but didn't look up. "I don't want to live with Grama."
"Why would you have to?"
She sighed, "Remember when she said right after... "
"TIle funeral," 1 pitched in.
Lizzie nodded, "that if I wanted to I could move to Arizona and live
with her. But 1don't want to, it never snows there and there are too many
cactuses, and it's so far away."
I agreed. "That was before we knew what to do." I thought back to the
confusion and greif of that week. It seemed like the best option. At times
1had my doubts. Raising my sister was the hardest thing 1 ever had to do.
Sighing, 1 looked back at Lizzie, "I don't really know what's going to happen
in the next couple years, but when something comes up, we'll talk about it
and decide together, alright? I'm not leaving anytime soon."
She nodded, looking a little relieved. It had never occurred to me to as-
sure her that I wasn't going to pack up and leave. 1just assumed she knew.
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May: Emerald
"So who is this one for?" Madilyn asked Lizzie as we cut out the fabric.
"Mrs. Lindale," Lizzie told her. "She found out mat she has cancer, so she
can't teach second grade anymore."
Madilyn nodded, "Well, I'm sure she will love it."
The phone rang; Lizzie jumped from the chair and ran from the room to
answer it.
Madilyn waited until she heard Lizzie stan a conversation with our
Grama. "So, what's up with all these quilts?"
I shrugged, "Lizzie likes making them."
""Why?" she asked stroking the fabric on the table.
"I don't really know," I said cutting another srrip. "Maybe it is how she
makes sense of what happened."
"How do you make sense of it?" Madilyn asked in a whisper.
I was quiet. That was the question I had been asking myself for the last
five months. Icouldn't, not really. How can I make sense of a dead mom and
an eight-year-old to take care of?
"You know what I'm tired ofi" Madilyn sighed as she sat down in front
of the sewing machine and started spinning in the chair. "People telling me
that there's a reason that Mom died. Thar it was some part of God's great
plan for our lives."
"You don't believe that?" I asked, sharing the familiar frustration.
"Maybe ... " she trailed off. "Maybe it is, bur if they can't tell me what that
plan actually is, then I want them to just shut up. They aren't helping me
deal, they're just helping me question. I don't need any more questions right
now."
I chuckled a bit, agreeing with her. Questions were one thing I had more
than enough of. They lined the walls of my brain like the boxes of fabric that
lined the walls of the sewing room. There was just too much to sort through.
Before the conversation could go any further, Lizzie rushec1back into the
room holding the cordless phone.
"Grama wants to talk to you, Madi!"
Madilyn rook me phone from her, taking one last look at me before leaving
the room. Taking a deep breath, I pasted a smile on my face for Lizzie.
"I think Mrs. Lindale is really going to like this," I told her with a smile.
June: Lauender
"Look at what I found, Lizzie," I set a clear box down on the counter as
she did homework. Madilyn stopped peeling potatoes long enough to check
it out, sitting beside Lizzie. I handed her the paper Mom had used to label
it: Lizzie} ')', b-day.
"I think it should be our next project."
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Lizzie's smile slowly faded. Without a word, she slid off her stool and
went to her room, shutting the door quietly.
"What was that about?" Madilyn asked.
I shrugged, leaving her to get back to peeling the potatoes. Knocking on
Lizzie's door, I opened it a crack and peaked into her room. Lizzie was curled
up under the blankets in her bed, quietly sobbing. I stepped into her room
and shut the door behind me.
"Lizzie?"
She didn't respond. Slowly, I walked to her bed and sat down beside her.
Rubbing her back, I whispered, "I'm sorry. I didn't mean to make you
sad." Lizzie sniffled. "Do you want me to make the quilt?"
Faintly, I heard "Yes."
"Do you want me to help?"
She shook her head no from under the blanket.
"Okay." Not knowing what to do, I asked, "Do you want to talk about
. ~"It.
Another head shake no.
"Okay. Well, dinner will be done in half an hour, okay?"
A sniffle was the only answer I got. Getting up, I quietly left her room.
"She okay?" Madilyn asked as I starred to help her cut the potatoes.
I shrugged.
"You okay?"
I shook my head.
"Me either," she said softly.
July: Ruby
I handed Lizzie the block back. "You need to seam rip this one."
"Why?" she pouted a bit, lower lip jutting out slightly.
"It's crooked. It won't be straight once you sew something else to it. Rip it
out." I handed her the seam ripper.
"Uncle David won't care if ir's crooked," Lizzie insisted.
"How will you learn if you keep doing it wrong?" I asked her.
She sighed and began to rip out the stitching. We were quiet for a few
minutes while I sorted through a box of fabric. I was in the process of making
sense of the chaos Mom created. It wasn't easy. I smiled as I came across a
lime green fabric with little pink flowers on it.
"Look at this, Lizzie," I held it up.
She glanced up and shrugged. "So>"
"This was fabric I used in my first quilt I made with Mom," I told her.
Lizzie got up and looked at it, "1 guess it's pretty."
I chuckled, "She let me pick it out, cut the squares, and Sew the seams,
most of which I had to do over because I didn't sew them straight," I grinned
at her.
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"Mom made you seam rip?" she asked looking at her blocks.
I nodded and sighed, "I had to seam rip a lot. She said it W<L~ because I
was in (00 big of a hurry. 1just wanted (0 be done. Told me to enjoy the
process."
Lizzie didn't say anything as she sat down again and began to seam rip
with new found gusto. 1 grinned as I set the fabric aside and kept looking
through the box. Slowly, very slowly, we were making our way through the
baggage that was our mother's life.
August: Lime
I wasn't allowed in the sewing room for a week. Lizzie and Madilyn
locked me out. They insisted it was a surprise, and if I peaked, they wouldn't
talk to me for a year. I appeased them and stayed out.
For my birthday that evening Lizzie made a cake. Chocolate with
buttercream frosting. Maclilyn lit the candles for her, and they carried it into
the dining room very slowly while singing.
"Blowout your candles and make a wish!" Lizzie said excitedly as she
jumped next to my chair.
I smiled and looked at my sisters. Closing my eyes, I took a deep breath
and blew out my candles. Lizzie laughed and clapped as Madilyn pulled
candles out of the cake.
The cake tasted awful. We ate it anyway.
After we finished with the cake, Lizzie proudly presented a bundle
wrapped in newspaper. She smiled as I unwrapped the bright green quilt. T
recognized the lime green and pink flower fabric right away.
I laughed and unfolded it, holding it up in from of me. "This is so cool,
Lizzie!"
"Madi helped," she smiled at our sister.
"Thanks, Madllyn," I grinned at her, knowing sewing was not one of her
favorite things to do. (
"I only cut it out and told her what to sew. She put together the top all by
herself."
I smiled, "Look at how straight your seams are!"
"It took me so long!" Lizzie said dramatically. "Come on, you can cover
up with it while we watch the movie!"
We left the dirty dishes on the table and moved to the living room, all
three of us sitting on the couch under my new quilt. By the end of the
movie, Lizzie was asleep with her head on my lap. Madilyn was holding my
hand.
"What did you wish for?" she whispered.
"Less crying."
Madilyn nodded.
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"Lizzie still won't talk about her," I sighed, "Is that strange? It's been dose
to eight months, should she?"
"I don't know. I don't remember talking about Dad after he died, do
you?"
"No, I guess not," I rnucrered. "I think she cries more on days we work on
quilts."
"Maybe you shouldn't make anymore," Madilyn said.
1 shook my head, "She wouldn't let that happen. Sometimes I have to
force her to go to bed. She has the next five months worth of projects we
need to finish all planned OUL" I paused, looking down at Lizzie asleep on
my lap. "I think that's how she feels connected to Mom."
"But if she's crying afterwards, is that a good thing?"
"Maybe," 1 said, having no idea. "Maybe it's better to cry than to forget."
Madilyn nodded, "How do you feel connected to Mom?"
Sighing, I thought back on the last eight months. "When I'm sorting
through her crap."
Madilyn laughed, "Seriously?"
"Strange, isn't it?" I laughed with her. "Bur for some reason, that's when 1
feel closest to her. I can see why she kept things, what was important to her,
what she loved, what she was planning. I think 1 understand her more now,
or at least her sewing obsession."
"How?"
"I think it was one of the only ways she felt in control," 1 frowned. "She
didn't have control of a whole lot, when you think about it. Dad died, she
had to find a job she didn't like to support her kids. When she was quilting,
she could do anything she wanted."
Madilyn nodded, "Makes sense, I guess." We were both quiet for a few
minutes as the final credits rolled down the screen. "I wish I had that, a con-
nection, I mean," she whispered, laying her head on my shoulder.
I squeezed her hand, not knowing what else to do.
September: Indigo
"When are you getting married?"
1 looked up from the box I was sorting, a confused look on my face. Her
question was serious. "Not for awhile, Lizzie. It helps to have a boyfriend
before you get married." .
"When are you going to have a boyfriend?" she asked.
"I don't know, Lizzie," I laughed.
"Because that would be okay, if you got married," she assured me. "He
could move in with us. I'd make him a quilt for his bed."
I grinned as 1went back to sorting. "If we got married, we'd share a bed."
"Lucy and Ricky didn't share a bed," she said confidendy.
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"Yes,well I Love Lucy isn't the best reference for these kinds of things. We
aren't in the 1950s anymore."
She pondered this for a moment, then nodded as she went back to work
color sorting fabric in the box she was going through.
I didn't really know how to take such a question. The thought of a b'UY
entering our world hadn't really come up too much in the past nine months.
I had been too preoccupied. It wasn't that I wouldn't be open rc meeting
someone, bur our small town wasn't the best place to look for solid, quality
guys that would put up with me, and vice versa.
Trying not to think about it too much, I dug deeper in my box of fabric.
We had just finished the blue quilt for our Aunt Carrie yesterday, and Lizzie
hadn't had enough time to figure our which of our many options we were
going to work on next. I kept her busy. Slowly the sewing room was starring
to get organized.
October: Pink
Under normal circumstances, Madilyn would have been home for fall
break. Instead, she and Lizzie flew to Arizona to spend a week with Grama.
I stayed home because of work, not that waitressing really demanded me to
stay. That was just what I told Lizzie. Truthfully, I needed a week off.
Walking around the empty house, T let myself let go. For the past ten
months, I had been holding it in. I was exhausted, tired of putting up a
strong from for Lizzie. Finding myself wandering into the sewing room, I sat
down in front of the sewing machine and started spinning in the chair.
For the first time all year, the shelvesaround the room had more organization
than chaos. We were almost done sorting through everything. Order had
become manageable, yet there was so much conFusion left. Not necessarily
in the sewing room, but everywhere else still had traces of broken hearts and
loneliness that couldn't be pur in a box and placed on a shelf.
Picking up the pink quilt blocks laying beside the sewing nfachine, I
began to sew the straight seams of the quilt top. As crazy as the past months
had been, I think those quilts were the only things that had held us together
and kept us somewhat sane. Itwasn't much, but it was something thar'our
mom had continued to provide for us.
November: Brown
"Why are you purting the quilt on the table?" Lizzie asked as she got
plates down from the cabinet.
"It's our table cloth," I smiled.
"That's weird."
"No, it's not," 1 defended myself. "We worked hard on this ugly brown
quilt, and we are going to use it, even if it'sonly once a yearat Thanksgiving time."
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She rolled her eyes as she put me plates on the cable.
"Nine-year-olds are so sassy," I teased as 1opened the oven and checked
on the turkey.
"This is such a stupid holiday anyway," she told me firmly.
I frowned at her as I shut the oven. "Why?"
"What do we have to be thankful for?" she asked darkly as she sat down at
the half set table.
Ipaused, not sure how to proceed. "We have each other, Lizzie."
"But she isn't here," she whispered.
Nodding, Isat down beside her. "No, she isn't. And that sucks. It has
been a sudcy year, but we've lived through it. That's something. And Ihave
you and Madilyn, Grama calls every single day, we have a whole bunch of
people coming to eat the turkey that will probably taste awful." She smiled.
"Maybe it's not a perfect Thanksgiving, Lizzie. But we have to be thankful
for what we do have."
She nodded, getting up to get out more plates. But then Lizzie stopped,
and turning back, she hugged me. Smiling, I held her tightly. Looking back,
Isaw Madilyn standing against the wall, tears rolling down her cheeks.
Decembers Light Blue
"Charlotte, are you awake?" Lizzie whispered.
I was. Rolling over, 1 looked at her quilt-wrapped silhouette in the dark
room. "What's wrong?"
She crawled under my green quilt, cuddling up dose. Iwrapped my arms
around her.
''Are you okay?"
She was quiet for a minute. "Do you still miss Mom?" Lizzie asked in a
hushed wne. .
Ismiled sadly, squeezing her. "Every day."
"Are you still sad?"
"Sometimes," Iwhispered, "but then I think about you and Madilyn, and
I'm not so sad anymore."
"Sometimes I forget to be sad, and then 1get sadder. What if I'm
forgetting about her?"
"You aren't forgetting her, Lizzie." Isighed as tears began to pool in my
eyes. "I think it's okay to be sad, but not all the time. Mom wouldn't want
that."
She nodded a little bit, sniffling.
The door opened slowly, Madilyn's quilt-wrapped silhouette standing in
the doorway. She walked to the other side of my bed and crawled in with us.
"1couldn't sleep," she explained as she laid her head on my shoulder.
"Me either," Lizzie whispered.
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"Me either," I sighed.
We were all quiet for a few minutes, laying there wrapped up in our quilts.
"I know what color of quilr I want to make next," Lizzie eventually said.
"Oh yeah?"
"Light blue, because it was Mom's birthstone. She had a lor a blue fabric;
there are two whole shelves of it in the sewing room,"
I smiled, "I chink that's perfect. Mom would love that."
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The Art of Weaving
and Being Woven
by Tanya Woodward
Lambas. The street was full of them. These cloths wrapped around waists
and cooking pots and small coffee-colored bodies after baths, hung from
doorways and windows, swathed around dark babies on the backs of their
orange-faced mothers', draped around the shoulders of rickshaw drivers in
the low crimson sun. In booths, the perky, creased bolts, stacked neatly in
rows like the bright eager faces lined up in schoolyards.
The street was full of them and full of warm winter sun. It reminded the
three vazaha, foreigners, that this cold winter month was still too hot for
their glowingly pale bodies. These vazaha, just like all that came, didn't
seem to notice how much they stood out-three fair-skinned, chattering
girls. But the street noticed. The street used to be full of vazahas in winter,
not as many loud boisterous American ones like these girls, but the kind it
resented-the French ones. It noticed and reminded them, in words and
looks the vazahas couldn't understand. Far down, the street could watch
them stroll down the unusually smooth brick lane. It noticed their loud,
foreign tongue. Groups of men were clustered, meticulously r~ving pieces
on a carved board, making furtive sidelong glances. The street could only
guess that the girls were laughing at the young drivers who ran alongside
them with their hand-drawn rickshaws,
"Pous-pous, Madame?"
I wondered, as we walked along, if we stood out. The streets held many
things: light dancing over rows of red bricks baking in the sun; mounded
rows of uneven squares, green shoots spreading; crouched children standing
knee-deep in a paddy harvesting their bread of life-rice. The streets held the
deep brown eyes of irs people; the strange orange-painted faces of women
carrying baskets atop their frizzled hair. The streets buzzed and swirled
around, overwhelming me with these unfamiliar sights, with the queer
strong scents of cheap plastic, fly-covered meat, and diesel. The street held all
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these things, bur it didn't hold pale, loud ones like us. It seemed harsh and
unfriendly, reminding us of this by its customs, its daily life. It spoke words
to us of a language it knew we did not understand. It reminded us subtly,
forcibly, that we were different.
"Ha-LO!" echoes behind us. Annoyed, I ignored the greeting as it is
usually followed by a suggestive whistle. Itwas another insinuating way the
street reminded us we were not home. Still, the voices who yearned to know
more of the language it arrempted to speak, tried again. Itwas our English
students, Plerrot and Fredeline.
The street had hid them well, hiding all but us vazaha. In their bouncy,
island accents- .
"We haf a plant for Renee-for her neck."
I can barely hear them. Though less busy than any developed city, the
noise and people are overpowering now. The boys don't seem to notice the
street: its strange language, the overwhelming odor of bloody meat and
smoldering garbage, the blasting speakers of a music stand, the brilliant
colors of cloth everywhere-Iambas, I think they are.
""Wherecan you buy those?" I ask.
Unimpressed they say, "Lambast We take you to the cloth mahker."
Pierror's voice rhythmically pulsates like the finely tuned tijembes-drum
he playsafter class. Fredeline wedges in his broken English, like a tirnping
ambio-clave whenever Pierret stops for breath. Their voices match the
buoyant Toliara song playing. It moves with the rhythm of the street against
our foreign snare-drum tone.
The street is predictable to those that live there. Looping her wheel,
a seamstress, motions to her neighbors. Through the pillowing fabric,
curiously they watch the three vazahas and their attentive companions
converse and sort through the bolrs, breaking the monotony of their day.
The novelty of the bolts beckon us, their bright colors and unconventional
prints. Frede1ine and Pierrot are trying to look interested in a feminine
chicken-printed cloth Rachel holds up. Ignoring the blush creeping on my
cheeks, I try to barter with the merchant. The words come our stumbling:
''Ah, two ... I mean ro, ro, ... ro meters?"
The merchant stares at me, confused, demanding words I don't under-
stand. My face burns. The street is swallowing me now, mocking, you don't
belong. Fredellne's bright smile is behind me. Gently he corrects,
''Azafady (excuse me), roa meters." I repeat this to the merchant, and then
the silver shears slip the fabric into my hands. Predeline moves to help Anna.
Green. baobab trees and stout huts peak from another bolt. Confidently, but
slowly repeating the phrase,
''Azafady, roa meters."
This lamba is the color of the June hills I left home. The color of the
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rice paddies, and of the green winding mountains that surround Tana, the
capital of Madagascar. The color of the sweater my mother was wearing at
the airport, of the baskets the women carryon their heads. It's the color of
home and of here. It's the color of hope.
A phrase is printed at the bottom, as with aillambas. Fredellne's acoustic
voice softly rings, "Elr means, 'Allwho live under the sky are woven together
like one big mat,' Youwrap it ... " motioning co my waist.
Weaving rhe sinuous folds around me, I wind the lamba around my
waist like so many of the thin-boned ';Vomenhere do. Like the ends woven
around the cooking pots and placid babies. Covering the red earth like a
canopy under the picnicking families, tied around a child's shell treasures
of the sea. The street faded, the gossamer Iamba dimming the clamor and
voices. In a steady beat, I answer back,
"It reminds me of home, and here."
The street has quieted now. Gathering soft bundles in our arms, Pierrot
and Fredeline stroll alongside us. The suggestive whistles have faded; they
don't bother me now. Not even the one done by a bicyclist, calling in a
reedy voice, "One gah-rl fa' me!" He was a friend of Pierrot and Fredeline.
They just smile and wave, enjoying the attention. The boys apologize, ex-
plaining, "Eir's our friend. We are sorry?" Walking with our friends, we feel
safe, laughing off the uneasiness of being displayed like the plump carrots
in a vegetable stall. Neither the whistles nor unnatural scents of exhaust,
smoldering garbage, and exposed meat do my senses notice.
Our voices resonate now, harmonious with the soft voices of the boys,
crooning with the voice of the street. It blends with a low-voiced lullaby a
mother sings to a swaddled bundle. Itweaves into the basket a hunched
grandmother is twisting, lacing into the blue-grey smoke of her rice-potted
cooking fire. It breezes through the thin silvery leaves of the baobabs,
gusting through the stick village of the fishermen's huts. It blusters in
the bleached canvas sails that wander the deep blue of the In~an Ocean;
roaming near a low saffron sun and winking berween the glittering new
evening stars.
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Circumstances
by Anna Bartlett
JUlian (anytime)
In theory, ]illian wanted friends.
She 'sat at a rickety table in a quaint little coffee shop. Just the place to
meet interesting people. She would never order anything but green tea,
because coffee was bitter, and she had enough birterness in her life. She
always drank her tea through the stir straws kept on the counter by the
creamer. Picking up the straw, she started poking the tea bag at the bot-
tom of her empty mug, pushing it around in lazy circles. Occasionally, the
door would ding its welcome, and [illian would look up and watch whoever
entered, using their clothes, speech, and mannerisms to decide if they were
worth gcning to know. No one ever passed her scrutiny; how could they
when they didn't come talk to her?
lillian felt nauseous. She sometimes suspected she was dying. She always
walked fast everywhere, because she imagined the spiral vapor of death
trailing along behind her, JUStwaiting for her to pause at the wrong moment
before it drove her into a wall. If anyone asked, she would tell them the
wicked and the fast don't get sunburned. But no one asked.
(Friday late afternoon)
She told her co-workers she couldn't go to the bar with them because she
had to get home right after work ro feed her cat and celebrate her roommate's
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birthday. She was out of the office before everyone else had finished shutting
down their compurers, she walked quickly back to her apartment, watching the
people who were on their way home to their families. She watched people
while walking because they never noticed her curious scrutiny; they were too
determined not to acknowledge that other people existed. Or maybe they
were simply wrapped up in profound thoughts that would lose their steam if
eye contact were made with another human. Either way they never showed
any interest in lillian as she imagined what she would say to them.
"Beauty needs to be taken from the eye of the beholder and given to the
suffering."
"Beauty is hiding in your ears."
"Why can't beauty escape its prison? It needs to be seen as it is, from all
angles, not pinned up on the top of an evergreen where no one bur the birds
can rest on it."
"Thank you for hating me for who 1am not. I would hate to be misperceived."
Of course, she never actually approached them. She much preferred the
accepting smiles her imagined self inspired on their highly unique faces,
rather than the roaming shoulders and the hyperactive eyes.
When she got to her apartment, lillian had collapsed on her favorite sofa.,
near an exhausted sleep, when she imagined the phone rang. She would
have answered with a scowl.
"lillian, you should corne over and tell me what's new in your life."
"1 can't. I'm going out for a drink with my co-workers tonight."
"No you're not."
[illian wouldn't answer.
"You don't drink. You hate your co-workers."
Jillian would mutter, "They'd have more fun iff weren't there."
"You're at home by yourself again." ~
"It's not my fault there's no one here!"
"I could come over."
In her dream, Jillian hung up.
Dragging herself out of semi-consciousness, lillian took off her shoes
and checked her email. She never had any new messages, but her ritual
required her to check, and every time, she tacked the disappointment to the
wall. The walls of her apartment boasted the decoration of emails not sent,
questions unasked, people walking by with their eyes on the ground.
She went to the freezer and pulled a frozen pizza from the stack. She ate
a quiet dinner, did not feed the cat, and did not celebrare her roommate's
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birthday. This is because she lived completely alone.
Lynette (earlier that day)
When she saw it, Lynette knew she had to have it. She immediately began
planning her moves, up until the moment it was in her possession. She
stopped there; Lynette never planned her escape route.
It was a gold ring with a large, oval emerald in the middle and rwo
emerald dots on either side. It looked faded and worn, as if it had seen
twice as many years as she had. It was old and beat up and beautiful and she
needed it.
This was not the first time Lynette had wanted to possess and not pay.
Her apartment was scattered with oddball things she had compulsively
pocketed-picture frames, magnets, coasters, forks, a clock. She had a need
for new things. If her life stayed the same for too long, she started cutting. So
instead, Lynette window-shopped until something that caught her eye ended
up in her purse. Thrift stores were the best places to steal from because they
went through so much merchandise every day, and their stock was constantly
changing. Keeping an accountable record of what they had in store was nigh
impossible. They would never notice the absence of one little ring.
Lynette had starred cutting in high school when her dad started beating
her mom. Her boyfriend was a saint through it all, and so she left home
and moved in with him. He told Lynette she was beautiful despite what
her mom frequently wid her. Her mom always moaned about how she was
cursed with ugly children who would never amount to anything. When
Lynette finally got up the guts to tell her friends about her wrists, they
couldn't meet her eyes. After that, they stopped talking to her. Now, six years
later, none of Lynette's family or friends communicated with her. But as long
as she kept stealing, she didn't cut. She and her boyfriend didn't make much
money, so despite her best efforts, Lynette's clothes rarely fir, and she usually
appeared stained and rumpled and out of sorrs.
The thrift store she frequented usually carried stained, rumpled clothes
and worthless, dented kitchen utensils. They must not know what a treasure
they had in this ring because it was not even locked up. How could any decem
human being pass up such a wonderful opportunity? & usual, Lynette
started by browsing through the opposite side of the store. She couldn't be
too obvious that the ring interested her. She paged through a stack of old organ
music she could not read, smelled a few half-used lotions, and tried on a
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pair of cheap, shiny high heels. Having made the loop, Lynette approached
the jewelry section and held some earrings up to her ears and looked in the
mirror. She then moved on to the necklaces, even putting some around her
neck, but she avoided the rings completely. Give them no reason to suspect
that she even liked rings.
Once Lynette had slipped the ring into the front pocket of her purse, she
returned to the otgan music. Some of the pieces were only a quarter, so
after pretending to agonize between two Bach preludes, she grabbed one and
rook it to the register. If she bought something, they wouldn't suspect her
of shoplifting. Lynette smiled pleasantly at the cashier, lamented at the poor
quality of the weather that day, wished her a good day, and walked out.
Lynette kept walking unconcernedly until she reached her apartment.
Once there, she took the ring out of her bag and examined it. This was
one steal that would not be decorating her apartment. When her boyfriend
came home, she showed him her new treasure. "We could quit our jobs and
live to fulfill our own whims on this thing," she told him. He took the ring
from her and examined it.
"It's a fake," he said, shrugging and handing it back.
"Don't be silly," she replied. "Of course it's real. Do you think I would
pick up a fake gold ring?" Bur Lynette was afraid. Because she knew he was
right. She'd known all along. No one would donate a real gold and emerald
ring to a thrift store. She had just desperately wanted to find a treasure,
something that could add purpose back into her life. Lynette shrugged and
put the ring on her right ring finger. It fit perfectly.
Jillian (later that night) (
After supper, lillian walked to the nearby park as she always did on Friday
nights. She sat on a bench under a weeping willow,which had not seen enough
sorrow to reach the ground. Families walked together, miniscule children
screaming at the thrill of the perfect playground. Young couples sat on
blankets with the remains of picnics, and old couples sat in companionable
silence, sad, sardonic smiles on their lips as they watched the children play.
All this was familiar to Jillian. She came for the details. A small child
with pink ribbons in her hair, squatting in the pea gravel, picking and
choosing pebbles as if she were finding precious gems on a beach. The
couple nearest her sitting with a quarrel on their faces and separation in their
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eyes. Two old women walking by with canes, commenting on the trash on
the sidewalk, but leaving it there. And best of all, the young people who
came alone, walking a dog or speed-walking or just walking. These were the
people lillian paid the most attention to, the ones who might be willing to
come talk to her, people whose futures might be mixed up with hers. She
watched them intently and willed their eyes to turn her direction. But they
never noticed her.
A fly landed on her hand and she brought it dose to her face, inspecting
me impossibly small legs, thinner than her hair. The fly explored the contours
of her fingers and hand, hopping then stopping to lick off what little
nourishment she had to offer. It flew to her long hair, and in its attempt to
find a foothold among the curls, it looked like a spider at home in its web.
No one had ever taken such a deep interest in her before. She felt free in
the fly'sunbiased acceptance of her as a part of the landscape of its life, in
the pure enjoyment it received in her company. She decided then that she
would never kill another fly.
She returned her attention to her human subjects. None so much as
glanced at her.
Wanda (earlier that day)
Wanda kept her eyes on the girl from the moment she came .inro the store.
Wanda was not one to judge unnecessarily, but the girl looked like trouble.
She was wearing tight grey jeans and a baggy black sweatshirt. Her stringy hair
hung over half her face, and her black fingernail polish had almost chipped
off. A series of tied strips of fabric hung loosely around both her wrists. But
it wasn't her appearance that made Wanda suspicious. It was the hounded
look in her eyes and the sullen expression on her face. Her intentions hung on
her slumped shoulders and dripped from her runny nose.
Wanda had spent all morning checking in inventory, so she knew what
items had just been put our. And she knew that no one had bought that fake
gold ring yet. That's how she knew what the girl had taken. Wanda could
have stopped her. She could have asked her to give the ring back when she
came to buy mat music she probably didn't even want. But Wanda was a
soft-hearted specimen and didn't say a word. The poor girl must be living in
a dreadful situation if she would steal a two-dollar, fake gold ring. Wanda
imagined stained carpet and piles of wrappers, moldy chips and pizza, an
abusive boyfriend she couldn't leave, and above all, drugs. Wanda was certain
that the girl was addicted to some illegal substance or another. She tried not
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to look down on anybody, but she couldn't help wrinkling her nose when
she imagined what the girl's home must smell like.
Wanda thought of her own daughter, who had earned a full-ride to one
of-the top-ranked private schools in the state, despite the odds. She always
smelled like pumpkin spice, and her hair bounced when she walked. Wan-
da's husband would never have let their daughter fall into such depravity, no
matter how tight money might be. Their modest income would never make
their daughter that desperate.
By giving the girl the ring out of her generous spirit, Wanda had probably
made a difference in her life. She would look on Wanda's kindness in the
midst of her troubles and begin to strive for a better life. Wanda smiled with
self-satisfaction on her way home from work.
j'illlan (some Saturday morning)
In rheory, Jillian wanted friends.
lillian spent the day at the quaint little coffee shop, hoping to meet some-
one interesting. She ordered green tea and picked up a stir straw from the
counter by the creamer. Whenever the door announced the entrance of new
customers, lillian looked up to decide if any of the people among the crowd
were interesting. None of them ever were, because none of them so much as
looked at her.
Then, while lillian sat in the coffee shop, watching, someone talked
to her. She was wearing ripped, faded jeans and a rumpled sweater. Her
stringy hair hung over half her face and her black fingernails looked freshly
painted. A few tied strips of fabric poked out from the borto"'l of her
sleeves. She introduced herself as Lynette.
"Mind if! sir here? All the other tables are full."
lillian shrugged. She went back to poking her teabag.
"Do you come here often?" Lynette asked.
Jillian shrugged. "Norhfng better to do. It's not like I have any friends."
Not sure how to respond, Lynette gave a sympathetic laugh. "You don't
mean that, do you? No friends at all?"
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Jillian stared ur the rable. "I think it's because death is following me
around. That rums people away. They take my beauty prisoner and won't
give it back. You'll probably do that too, you know. You sbould probably
stop talking to me now, before it's roo late and you jusr make it worse."
Jillian was unlike anyone Lynette had ever encountered before. Her way
of talking was disconcerting and made Lynette unsure of herself. "If you
say that to everyone who starts talking to you, it's no wonder you don't have
friends. You know what I've learned? People jusr really want to be listened
to. YOu just really want to be listened to. But no one's going ro listen if you
never stop to really hear rhem."
Jillian stared openly at Lynette, shock pushing all her typical cynical
maxims out of her mind. With that, Lynette impulsively wrote her phone
number on her napkin and walked out of the coffee shop.
Wanda (the next Friday morning)
Wanda had lived in Minneapolis with her husband for three years. She
lived in an apartment downtown and walked to her job every day. Every
day she passed unassuming people who did nor cry out for attention or
sympathy. These people usually sat on doorsteps, a small, dirty bag next
to them. They sat. They watched. They were ignored. Wanda walked to
work, stopped ar Srarbucks and ordered a skim milk vanilla lane, worked,
walked home.
Then, afrer three years of this routine, Wanda rripped. The man had been
sleeping, had sprawled out a little too far in an attempt to get comfortable.
Her foot mer his arm, and rhen gravity claimed Wanda's latre and dumped it
on the man. He scuttled back to the wall, terrified.
"Damn! My coffee!" She straightened her skirt, huffing. "Why can't you
find somewhere else to sleep!"
She wouldn't have time ro buy a new one. Cursing her bad luck, she
glanced at the stunned man. He looked inhuman. His skin was taut and
pale, his cheeks drawn, his eyes bloodshot. He was shabbily dressed and
smelled none too pleasant. He reeked of beer and body odor and
sickness. When she looked in his eyes, she thought of the stray dog that
had wandered Onto her family farm when she was seven. Her dad had gotten
his rifle. She never saw it again.
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p"Another stray dog," she muttered as she continued on her way to work,
significantly grumpier than when she had started.
Jillian (later that night)
[illian walked to the nearby park, as she always did on Friday nights.
She sat on a bench under a weeping willow, which was a little closer to
the ground. Unfamiliar families walked together, and faceless children
were clashing around on the playground. New lovers sat on freshly spread
blankets with the beginnings of picnics, and old couples sat in the silence
of ancient forests, sad, sardonic smiles on their lips as they took in all the
vitality around them.
All this was familiar to Jillian. She came for rhe derails. A lirrle boy
delightedly chasing an unattended dog in circles around a tree, the leash
occasionally tripping them both. The couple nearest her sitting with stars in
their eyes and beauty in their ears. A group of old men walking as straight as
they could, concentrating intently on each step. And best of all, the young
people who came alone, walking a dog or speed-walking or just walking.
These were the people lillian paid the most attention to, the ones who might
be willing to come talk to her, people whose futures might be mixed up with
hers. But no matter how intently shewilled their eyes to turn her direction,
none of them noticed her.
Then, while lillian sat in the park, watching, someone talked to her. His
skin was sickly, his cheeks drawn, his eyes rimmed with red. His clothes
were tattered, and he smelled unpleasant. But she was glad to have company.
He introduced himself as Phil and tried to tell her something, bur she talked
over him, too eager to have a listening ear. And he listened.
(
As he walked her back to her apartment, she noticed the sadness in his
eyes and finally ran out of words. "Phil, I'm so sorry. I got carried away.
Please, tell me about yourself." He began hesitantly, as if not sure whether
this girl really wanted to hear. But then he let it all our, eager to have a
listening ear. And she listened.
]ilIian had noticed her neighbor watching from the window. She and
Wanda had lived across the hall from each other for over a year, and their
street-level living room windows were on either side of the door into the
building. Jillian stood talking to Phil on the sidewalk for a few minutes. As
soon as Phil left, Wanda came marching out, hands on hips.
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"What on earth were you doing with that ... that man! You wouldn't
believe what happened today. I was walking to work, and he tripped me and
made me drop my coffee! I hadn't even taken a drink yet."
jillian was used to her neighbor's disapproval and curiosity about her
guests. "You're kidding! That was you? He told me about that! He said
a lady rudely woke him up, dumped hot coffee on him, yelledat him, and
called him a stray dog." JUlian tried to mask the anger that laced her words.
She knew how easilyWanda could erupt.
"Ugh. He heard me." Wanda wrinkled her nose. "Well, what does he
expect, looking and smelling like that, tripping passersby?"
"His name is Phil. He has hazel eyes, which he got from his grandma.
He never met his parents, and he has been living on the street for ten years,
ever since a neck injury robbed him of his job, his money and his apartment.
It still hurts him, and he has a terrible time finding a comfortable position
to sleep in. I met him in the park, and he knew the name of almost every
person that walked past, because he has talked to them. He is not a stray
dog." For the first time in years, jillian's tears were not caused by self-pity.
For the first time in years, Wanda was speechless. No one had ever dared
speak to her like that.
Lynette (Saturday morning)
Lynette received the call a week later. She had pushed her encounter at
the coffee shop out of her mind, and the voice at the other end wasted no
time with introductions.
"I tried it. I listened. Itwas like taking the beaury out of my eyes and
handing it over, and then discovering that beaury was hiding in my ears.
Just the way it should be."
Lynette wrinkled her forehead, unsure of how to respond. So she stayed
silent, waiting for a clue.
"You know, no one had ever talked to me in that coffee shop before," the
voice continued. Recognition reminded Lynette that a napkin somewhere
boasted her phone number. "Maybe you could come over, and I could practice
listening some more. My walls are in serious need of some redecorating."
Lynette recognized the pain and loneliness in the girl's voice. It resonated
within her, and she decided to accept the invitation.
"That sounds nice. I don't think I ever got your name.
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Wanda (a few weeks later)
Wanda was looking our her living room window, wishing her husband
would care more about her than about his job, when she saw the girl who
had been stealing from the thrift score for weeks. Wanda was surprised to
see her outside me store, bur seeing Jillian bringing her into the apartment
was incomprehensible. She paced the living room, watching until she saw
the girl leave lillian's apartment.
She walked determinedly across the hall and rang Jillian's doorbell. She
addressed a startled lillian the moment the door opened, "What on earth
were you doing with that ... that girl! She is trouble, let me tell you! She
comes into our store at least once a week to steal something, and I'm certain
she is on drugs. I mean, just look at her! I hope you haven't been spending
much time together." Wanda gave an indignant snuff. "People like mat are
a bad influence."
Closing the door, [Illian stepped ont and joined Wanda in the hall-
way. She frowned. "Listen, Wanda. I really thought that you might have
changed, mat you might have taken what I said about Phil to heart. I see
now that was hoping too much."
Wanda failed to see the connection between Phil and the girl she had just
seen leaving Jillian's apartment. Her indignation rose a little higher. "Didn't
you hear what-"
"Srop," Jillian closed her eyes and drew a deep breath. Wanda stared as
anger animated her neighbor's normally somber face. "Her name is Lynette.
She is the first real friend I've ever had. Death doesn't follow me around
anymore. Lynette steals because it keeps her from cutting herfelf. She has
been abandoned by everyone who is supposed to care about her. But this
isn't about her, is it? This is about your pride, about maintaining your perfect
little world and refusing to reach out to anyone else. Beauty is hiding·in
your ears, Wanda. You just have to listen for it. Take the beauty from your
eye and give it back to the suffering." With that, Jillian went back into her
apartment, leaving Wanda to stand foolishly in from of a closed door.
For the first time in years, Wanda shed tears. What was the world coming
to? These young people thought they could just say anything to their elders.
Wanda thanked God she wasn't as rude as her ungrateful neighbor. Then
she sat in her living room, looking out the window and wondering what
dirty creature Jillian would bring over next.
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Honorable Mention
Traveler
by Aaron Bauer
His broken bootstrap dragged across the sun-scorched dirt, carving a path
like a lethargic sidewinder. Time would soon wipe the traveler's trail from
the land's memory, much like it had done to his own. He couldn't recall how
long he had been moving into the rising sun, the number of days since his
last scrap of a meal, or the last time he met a friendly face.
In his infancy, every bit of information would fix itself to his memory
bank, and all of those collected images still played behind his eyes like a
vivid movie reel. He could still picture himself at the age of rwo, watch-
ing his mother as she wok her last breath, having slowly succumbed to the
effects of a disease that no doctor could ever diagnose. Even the memory of
being swaddled in blankets, eyes still closed, and held in the loving arms of
his father for the first time was one he could never forget. But there came
a day in his childhood when crushing headaches would slowly build near
the from of his skull, eventually becoming strong enough to cause his entire
body to stiffen; at times, even his lungs had trouble finding air during these
fierce pains. With the headaches came images and sounds of people, places,
words and creatures he had neither seen nor heard of before. These new
images began replacing any freshly-created memories. Certain that he was
somehow cursed, he kept everything a secret, both the visions and the pains
that would pulse through his skull. After a few years, he had had enough
and decided to seek out a way to end his suffering by finding the source of
these hallucinations, and so he left home carrying only the visualizations
that haunted him.
Adapting to his travels began as a daunting task; every bit of his frag-
mented reminiscence would come rolling back from a new place, a new
landscape. He fought to maintain certain remnants of the past, unsure of
whom or what he would need to recall as he moved on. At first, he relied
only on what the visions would give him, but more often than not, neither
he nor the people he encountered understood the farfetched realities he saw.
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Eventually, he began to build a collection of nares, scrawled hastily on pages
ofloose paper. Those, along with the vivid flashing images, were now his
memory bank, though he often tried to mentally preserve some knowledge
from the people and places he encountered.
Realizing his feet had stopped as he thought abour the past, he grunted
and continued forward.
With the sun fading at his back, he felt as if he was chasing the final
moments of his shadow; it seemed to mock him with its proud, upright
stride, which only made his weariness more apparent. TIle dusk brought
with it the cold, and a distant howl of wild Airehounds caused the traveler's
eyes to squint, searching for any sign of the hungry creatures. The sky had
fallen dark enough that a flickering light in the distance taught his attention,
and he assumed it was no more than a mile or two away.
He buttoned his ragged coat and headed in the direction of the light; it
was either shelter or death in this wilderness at night, and he knew the cu-
riosity was worth any risk. Survival was particularly troublesome when you
looked as unkempt and emaciated as he did. Without a working memory,
the traveler could hardly recall his previous actions, including eating; he
only knew he was hungry once he was starving. Even then, it was difficult ro
scavenge for the slightest morsel of food. He promised himself long ago that
stealing was never an option, and he would only accept what was offered to
him if it was small enough to carry in a pocket as he traveled.
Nearly there, he told himself as he drew closer to the glow. It was a simple
light, fixed over an opening in a mound of the hardened soil, and it shut
off abruptly as he stepped up to the makeshift door. He began to breathe
heavily, knowing he had seen this rotted wood somewhere before. In one
of his visions. Remembering when the vision occurred was not an option,
but he very specifically recalled the color of the door because it matched the
faded brown tint of his father's hair. His hand shook as it reached to knock,
but the door creaked open before he could rouch it. ~
"Leave," a harsh voice grunted aggressively from inside. "Now!"
"Please. 1just need a brief rest," the traveler pleaded desperately.
The door opened a little further, and a dim light inside silhouetted a large
man, standing with a tall, intimidating posture. "Who are you? What brings
you here?"
"My name is ]eriel. I'm travelling east. Please, I've been walking for
days ... "
"I can't help you," interrupted the man, and he began to shut the door.
"Wait!" Jeriel pressed his hand against the wood, his mouth fumbling for
the right words to win this man over. "1 know you're trying to protecr your
son, bur I'm not one of those ... things. I'm only asking for a place ro sleep.
For an hour or two, then I'll be gone."
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The man stepped out from the doorway into the night. "How do you
know about my child? Who the hell are you?" He was much bulkier than
the earlier silhouette made him out to be. Standing over six feet tall, the
man's body showed years of hard work. He had the broad shoulders and
brawny muscle that only a laborer of the land could have, and jeriel knew he
would have to tread carefully.
"The toy car on the floor," said [eriel. pointing to a plastic car that was
losing its blue paint from years of use. "I assumed ..." He knew if he told the
man the truth about the vision that he would be shut out, or worse, but he
saw everything: the man's name was Steven, his wife died with a fever a few
weeks ago, the son he mentioned was actually a daughter, and they were
down to five cans of vegetables with not a scrap of meat in the house.
"I have a daughter, not a son. And know this: I'm not afraid to kill you if
I feel so inclined." He pulled a pistol from his waistband, stepped to the side
and waved the traveler into the hovel with the barrel of the gun.
[eriel whispered a thank you as he ducked through the doorway into the
warmth. He rook in the entire scene of the dimly lit hovel; everything was
JUStlike the vision. A dwindling fire shimmered in the fireplace all the right
wall, providing the only light inside. Family pictures were placed carefully
on the mantel and appeared to be taken care of. The small dining table
stood at the back of the hovel with two old, unsteady chairs at its side. One
cup hoard nearby held all of the food char remained for this family. To the
left, taking up as little space as possible, was a shaft staircase that led up to a
loft above the main room. The rest of the hovel was filled with knick-knacks,
toys, and one large chair; it was apparent that these two didn't have much
left to survive on. ]eriel was rarely thankful for this curse of visions running
sporadically through his mind, but tonight he was grateful for his safety.
Steven introduced himself and shook Jeriel's hand as he offered the
traveler a seat in the large chair near the fireplace. "We have a bit of food left
from dinner, and you look like you could use it. I'll get some blankets while
it's warming up." Steven hung the meal over the low fire and moved to the
other side of the room, almost disappearing into the dark. jerlel knew from
his vision that this man was safe, yet he couldn't shake how nervous and
insecure he felt when the door first opened. The visions had never steered
him in the wrong direction before, bur this was the first time he had used
them to take advantage of such a situation. It made him uncomfortable. He
placed his boots by the door, and moved to the large chair where he slumped
down with a sigh. Steven returned with the blankets. "These are the best I
can do for you. They're not very heavy, but this place stays pretty warm."
Both men sat in prolonged silence with the exception of another thank
you from ]eriel as he handed the bowl back to his host after finishing every
scrap of the scanty meal. He then curled up near the wall close to the fireplace
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and fell asleep, tucked cozily under the tattered blankets. Only once during
the night did he wake up-he heard a harsh cough from upstairs and
listened as Steven rose from his watchful post in a nearby chair and walked
up to the Ion. After some brief muffled words, the footsteps echoed again
across the hard floor where Jeriellaid his head.
"What's her name?" he asked Steven, although he already knew the
answer.
"Jada."
"That's beautiful."
What felt like moments later, ]eriel was awoken again, this time to the feel
of cold steel against his arm. He turned over, watching Steven's mouth form
the words, "Time ro go." Jeriel carefully folded up rhe blankets and handed
them co Steven with a thankful nod. He noted the man's weary eyes, dark
grey and sleepless, and gathered that he must have sat in the chair all night
keeping watch over the sleeping traveler. A" Steven scored the blankets, he
said, "It's still dark, but the creatures are quiet. You should be safe."
"I hope the best for the both of you," replied Jeriel with a soft smile.
As the door closed behind him, the traveler heard a soft, high-pitched
"Daddy?" come from inside. He wished he could hold that moment, but
there was no controlling the extent of his memories. When the door latched,
he quickly removed a blank scrap of paper from his pocket and scrawled on
it the wordsJada: a reason to smile. He stuffed the paper and pencil back into
his coat, fidgeted with his broken bootstrap, and set off hiking across the
parched earth.
Before long, the sun began spewing color into the morning sky, skewed
by clouds still lingering from the previous day ~ a storm would be coming
soon. Steven had allowed ]eriel to sleep longer than expected, but his body
suggested otherwise as it cook some time to loosen up his rigid joints.
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The Nature of Evil
by Abbie Goldschmid
Death. The smell, the taste, rhe sounds-all are death. You cannot find
a way our of the hallway. Every door you open leads to a thicker blackness.
The air in the room seems to decrease with every gulp you take, until there
seems to be none left at all. You can no longer tell if your eyes are open or
closed; you try [Q shut them tight, but they still burn from the stench. You
fall to your knees and plead with death to take you, but it cannot come soon
enough. Silence. Silence overtakes you; a pain worse than death. A blood-curdling
scream escapes your raw throat.
Stop. The pain, the agony, the burning-all suddenly stop. You open your
eyes to discover the pale green wails of your bedroom. Your heartbeat begins
to return to a normal, human pace. The nightmares aren't getting any better.
Oh well, maybe you use them as inspiration for your next novel. Your next
novel. .. that's funny. Let's get through the first one before you start planning.
You turn to the bedside table and glance at the clock as you grab your old
leather-bound journal. 9:07. One more reason why you chose to quit your
job to become a writer-sleeping in. You Rip through the pages of your
journal. Remember when writing stories seemed so easy? Back before yom
livelihood wasn't being bet on a publisher; those were the days. You finally
find the page you've been searching for; rhe one titled "My Big Ideas." Oh
fantastic, even your journal entries are cheesy. No wonder you have been
struggling with titles. Number l:"Become a writer." Yeah, that was a "big
idea." Too bad it's turning our to be a waste of time these days. Number
7: "Get married." Wow. Well, only in your stories (and your nightmares).
That's enough "love" for you. You cross out the writings of your sixteen year
old self.What a joke. You find a blank page and scribble down the basic gist
of your most recent experience in the dream world. Maybe you will use that
someday; it looks good on paper. Alright, enough reminiscing. You throw
the covers off and walk over to the bathroom.
After splashing water on your face, you begin the mad search through the
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medicine cabinet. It's Tuesday, right? Or is it Saturday? You have no reason
to remember anymore. Although it does make the frantic search for the right
pills all the more exciting. You decide it isn't worth it and just grab a few
from different bottles. You think that if you take enough, you will probably
get some of them right. You swallow the handful and head to the ball and
chain in your life (rhe desk).
You open your e-mail: One message in your inbox: another offer to rerum
to that 9 to 5 from Ben. Will this guy ever let it go? You don't want to work
in that ridiculous mailroom anymore, and it would seem that every other
rwenty-six-year-cld feels the same way. That is the only reason Ben keeps
contacting you; he can't get anybody else. It's assuredly not because he misses
you. He probably threw a party when you handed in your two weeks. You
didn't miss that jackass either. He's probably the reason for two bottles of
pills. You smile to yourself. The idea of measuring your disdain for people
by the number of prescriptions you blame them for is rather amusing, funny
even. Maybe funny enough to add to the book? Nah, no normal person
would find your jokes funny, no publisher for that matter. It's probably a
good thing you plan to stick to horror.
You open your Word document. Yep, still "Untitled." You halfheartedly
hoped you had slept-walked over to your computer in the night and had a
stroke of genius and typed a brilliant title. The best part is the sleep-walking
over to the computer is a more probable notion than the stroke of genius.
You hear the door slam shut downstairs. Oh no, she's here. You knew it
would be a bad idea to give her a key. No, the regret goes back farther. You
knew it would be a bad idea to bang your literary agent. Now you have to
live with it and, practically, with her.
"Hey, Pumpkin! Did you miss me?"
No.
"Oh, you silly goose, of course you did! So, we have a meeting at eleven
with Jack. You need to shower. I'll pick out your tie. Have yol1 come up with
a tirle yet? Oh, don't tell me. You decided on Death by Terror. That was my
idea. I'm sure you would take my advice. Aww, babe, you are so sweet. I just
love you. Gosh, why are you just sitting there? Go get in the shower. Maybe
we could fool around for a bit if you hurry up. You'd like that, wouldn't you?
Go on."
Fine.
This woman needs to learn something about signals. Four bottles, easily. But
she satisfies you, and she gives you a discount. You wonder if it's even worth
it. You feel that you might snap if she calls you "pumpkin" or "buttercup"
one more time. Who even does that?
You pull off your jeans and step under the scalding water. You feel it run
down your body. You close your eyes and inhale the steam. Clear your head,
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Jack is a good man; you won't need an emergency appointment with your
therapist after this meeting. That's a pretty big compliment. Most of your
interactions with people don't end so fortunately.
You shut the water off. You just stand there. You aren't ready to face her
yet. You know your life has gone downhill when your greatest fear is a pencil
skirt and a pair of pumps. You hear her unzipping that skirt in the next
room. It's a good thing Dr. Lester is on speed dial; you may need to make
that call after the next twenty minutes.
You see the run-down streets speeding by outside the passenger window.
You smile to yourself; you successfully blocked out that necessary half hour.
You do not dare show her that smile. There is nothing worse than boosting
her already exaggerated ego. If ir gets any bigger, there won't be room for you
in her Mazda, just can't have that.
You step out of the car and walk through the giant, glass doors. She grabs
your limp hand; you don't hold it back. She pushes the button. The elevator
is slow. She'll be happy about that. Itwill give her a few "extra minutes alone
with you." Yippee.
"1am so excited for this meeting! You are going to do so great, Teddy
Bear. Today is the day your novel will get published. And when you do, you
better make your gratitude to your agent very obvious, if you know what I
mean."
The novel doesn't have a ritle. The killer doesn't have a name. Itwon't get
published.
"Oh don't be such a Debbie Downer, Pookie. I've worked too hard to let
you get down on yourself. We're going to get Jack to give us this break."
This has nothing to do with you.
"It has everything to do with me! I am an important part in your life
now."
Youjust leave it at that. She has been planning to move in for weeks. It
isn't worth it to explain that, no, she is not welcome. Ugh, waking up next
to her. What a dream.
You walk a few steps behind her as she glides toward Jack's office. She
doesn't bother knocking; good to know that she is consisrently rude. She
grabs your arm and pushes you forward. You shake Jack's hand and sit down
upon his invitation. She sits down in the chair next to you and begins her
carefully rehearsed speech.
"Hey, Jack. We have a real winner for you this time. I am on the edge
of my seat through every page. And look at my nails! They are practically
nonexisrenr at this paine. We have been working day and night to make this
book absolutely perfect. We know publishers will be all over this, but we
want to give you, as our friend, the opportunity to pounce on it first."
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She flashes that "buy me" smile she's famous for. Jack sees right through
her. He turns to you, "How much do you still need to do, man?" You like
him. He's upfronr, honest, cuts right to the chase. If he offered, you might
even let him publish your book.
Just a title and names for the murderer and victim. Sorry, Jack, JUStcan't
stick with deadlines.
"Believe me, I noticed. Look, I want to pick this up. Tlike what I've read
so far; ir isn't bad. Maybe a lirtle predictable, bur 1 think we could sell it.
However, I get the feeling that you really don't want to be published. How
hard is it, really, for a creative mastermind like yourself to slap a name on the
guy?And I can come up with a title for you; even she could."
"Oh, I have, and it was a good one, too!"
"See? I think you're putting this off, and I'm curious to know why."
You'rewrong, Jack.
"Maybe. Prove me wrong then. Have a final draft on my desk by Monday,
and I'll pick it up. Give the editors another month, and we could have you
making bank by July. That's my offer. I hope you decide to take it."
"Jack, you ate the greatest! We promise you, you won't regrer it. We'll see
you on Monday."
She drags you out of the room. You're going to have to hear about how
wonderful she is for the next three hours. Good news is you have mastered
the art of tuning her out.
You begin to get lost in your random and fast-moving thoughts. You feel
confused and angry. Must be time for round two of the frantic search in the
medicine cabinet. Names. You just need two names. Is there really a name
that fits the psychopath you have been channeling for years? He must have a
name. He just hasn't told you yet. He hasn't been talking to you much at all
lately. He promised he would give you his name once you finished. Bur her
name? That was her job. Damn. You're thinking too hard. The headache is
back. No one understands a writer's mind, not even other wri~rs.
You look to your left. She is still cackling away like a chicken. She
wouldn't get it. Sometimes you wish you could explain it ro her; then she
might know you aren't crazy. Youwant to tell Jack that is 'isn't your faclr
that you can't come up with a name. It pisses you off that he assumes
it is. Creativity doesn't just happen on command; why can't they get that?
You have to wait until the characters tell you what happens next. How can
anyone expect you to hear them with this incessant clucking?
Shut up.
"And I just knew we could do it and ... wait. What did you say, Pumpkin?
ShU( up.
She giggles. "Oh stop, babe. I know you are thrilled. You don't need to
thank me. I mean you're welcome, but it just makes me happy mat you're
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happy. You are happy, aren't you?
No.
"Silly. Of course, you are."
Stop the car.
"Wha.t?"
Stop.
"Why'"
Just stop.
She finally pulls over. You pull the handle, get out and calmly shut the
door. You actually kept your cool. The doc would be proud. You start
walking. You'll hear about this later, but she is too stunned to do anything
about it now. So you'll enjoy the silence of the city sounds. Apart from your
dreams, this is the closest thing to silence you'll ever get. In this silence, you
might get to hear his voice again.
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A Gel of a Good Time
by Amanda Kirsch
The gray metal door is solid. Heavy. It groans when it's pushed open. I
switch on the operating board. The computer screen warms as the display
marerializes-c-Fve woken it from a deep sleep; the yellow, green, and purple
numbers surface. Turning back to the board, black and over a meter long,
I push up the appropriate sliders to one hundred percent and type out a
sequence on the keypad: [120] [rhru] [180] [at] [60]. The toneless clicking
of buttons echoes in the soundless chamber. The house immediately brightens
as channels 120 through 180 radiate at sixty percent power capacity. This
is how me theatre will linger during pre-show as the audience arrives in
uncontainable anticipation. I record this setting as my first cue. The light
plot-my blueprint, hand drawn with pencil scrawls-sits to my left. and is
more valuable to me than my birth certificate at this juncture. I glance at my
script, Act One opens with a spotlight on the lead.
Lighting design isn't something you wake up and decide to do one day.
It sneaks up on you. Perhaps you have a friend in the trade, and this fine
character asks for your assistance or offers to show you the ropes. Maybe you
take a theatre production class, and your skill slowly builds like the repertoire
of a concert pianist. One day you are learning the difference between a
parabolic aluminized reflector light and a Source Four spot, and the next
you find yourself balancing MO stories above audience seating with a wrench
in hand.
Mastering the jargon is essential for any rechie. A light becomes a lantern
and a light bulb a lamp. The control room is the booth. (This is also the site
where ingenious, unspeakable things often occur.) An electrical plug-in is
called a channel. The place where an audience sits is the house, and what a
viewer from the crowd considers right is actually stage left. Suspended beams
over the stage from which lanterns hang are electrics. Ropes rigging electrics,
curtains, and other exciting things cohesively form a fly system. Striking is
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the term used for the dismantling of all things arranged, coordinated and
focused during the few weeks prior, and also the process by which all
corresponding toils vanish from physical existence.
There is nothing quite like the feel of an empty theatre, Oh, an actress
may know the feeling of having a stage to herself with a barren house, but a
lighting designer has the stage, the house, the light booth, the catwalk, the
storage closets and every nook, cranny, and abandoned bowel of backstage.
Like a car mechanic, a technician must be comfortable in tight spaces,
working with small components. And like a window washer, a rechie must
be at ease in big, open spaces. Rirting with fate. And electricity. The currents
run like pulsing veins throughout the intricate body of the auditorium,
bringing energy where it's required and threatening any who may incidentally
nick a wire. Ideally, there are safety precautions in place, bur oftentimes
some minute element of hazard prevails. One must be willing to occasionally
climb onto a rickety scaffold at a moment's notice, or risk a slight shock
from plugging into a live channel. There is always the chance of dropping an
instrument, bur cables are utilized to prevent such a shattering catastrophe.
I vaguely recall my first memories of the theatre. Many young kids get to
experience a Christmas pageant, school choir concert, or dance recital-all
which have the makings of a production and are often held in an audito-
rium. But we're talking about theatre-real theatre. One of the first shows
I remember seeing as a child was a performance of Little Shop of Horrors.
I was scared of our houseplant for a week. Other shows came and went-
some more enrertaining than others-but all offered a glimpse of what gave
theatre its celebrity.
It's all about the details.
For a serious actor, the difference between a Philadelphia timbre and a
Baltimore accenr is immense. A prop master agonizes about whether (0 use a
wine bottle with a 1974 or 1982 label, even though the audiedce will never
know. A costume designer debates pearls or jewels when either would be
appropriate. The sound operator, makeup artist, set designer, director, stage
manager and publicity supervisor each has his or her own particulars. A
lighting technician is no different.
I gather my tools: pencil, light plot, wrench, and hand-held remote
for the board. I summon endurance and grit, for me succeeding three
hours will be devoted to tedious tasks and continuous ladder climbing in
dead silence. 1will exit the booth and snake my way down the aisle of the
audiroriurn-c-passing rows S, R, Q, P-unril I climb the five hollow steps
up to the proscenium. I'll make my way across the stage and inro the right
wing, slipping between two faded blue curtains. Tracing a path to the ladder
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against the back wall, I will stick the pencil in my ponytail and the wrench
in my back pocket. I'll climb the iron ladder with one hand and pull myself
onto the catwalk, covered in hideous, woolly, red carpet (a sure fire hazard,
I've always thought). If it is a Windy day, I might hear the tin roof shud-
dering and whining in the dark, lonely and forgotten above the high
rafters. Abandoned cables, empty boxes and graffitied walls will pass by
me as I meander through the corridor to channel thirty. Upon reaching
my destination, I will be able ro peek out and look down at the black stage
from above. I'll inspect my chosen light for deficiencies, and if it passes
inspection, I will emit a sigh of relief. Few things go right the first time.
Scene One is set at night. White light is much too harsh. I will use a
gel, probably Surprise Pink. (The surprise? It's not pink. It's blue.) Used
in conjunction with a GOBO, I can create the illusion of cold, cloudy
nightfall. I can modify the iris to narrow or widen the spotlight's path: the
apparatus dilates and constricts in a spiral formation, smoothly and simply
like a natural physiological process. I will focus the light, and my work will
be done ... for the moment. I'll move on to another instrument, and then
another. Dozens more, and I might begin to piece together a chorus of
lights, shining in perfect unison.
But before I do all of this-before I leave the booth, cross the stage, ascend
to the catwalk and focus my light-I'll press a single button to generate a
blackout. I will sit quietly in the pitch-black and contemplate. Before light I
must have darkness.
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]ust Like Mike
by Linden Figgie
I suppose most would agree there is no good time for such a phone call.
One that cracks your core. Compresses your lungs and then rings them
out, as if they were a sponge destined for scouring. It was like any other bad
news: unexpected. Unkind. Unfair. Even after two years, I found myself
crumpled on the bathroom floor, cold tile squares the least of my discomfort.
I held my knees close. How small could I make myself? Small enough to
disappear? Dissolve .... My tears became my demon, consuming my soul
uncontrollably. I rocked and creaked like a grandfather's chair lonely on the
veranda. "Linden. Linden?" I bent my head lower. Maybe ifI closed my
eyes, others couldn't see either. I pictured the kids. Addy's red hair, just like
her dad's (when he had it). I remember when we girls would laugh at his
hair cuts, Mike's crest of hair but a sparse on the sheers. Isaac, bur three.
How is it just that I knew his dad better than he? 1 raged at the cruelty, my
chest aching, boiling. I clenched my jaw, water now pouring from my nose
and mouth.
At that moment, I tecalled everything: His dry humor. Sly, rare smile. His
quick steps. His silence. His wisdom. I pictured the crook of his hand and
wrist when he would play, slumped down, the ball one with his feet. On
game days, his posture remained calm, arms gently folded with the crook
of his back. The kids were often there, Eli juggling on the side line. He was
going to be a soccer player like his dad. A real soccer player. Addy would
hang on his elbow, twirling in her vibrant sun dresses. Isaac stayed still in his
left arm as Mike maneuvered cones as dummies for demonstrations. Agitation
was absent from his face. Composed. Collected. We all mattered.
The call had come my first year of college. At the instance, I was excited,
but the distance was wearing, friendships looking grim. But again, there's
no good time. incoming call: Riley. I rook a double-take. When had she ever
called? "Mike's dead." That was it. No emotion fit. It wasn't surprise. Not
humor. Not even confusion.
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"What?"
"He had a brain aneurism. It happened last night."
I couldn't balance. Couldn't think. It still didn't register ...
"You okay?"
"Yeah, thanks for callin'. Bye"
Then the waters parted, the gusts blew and my head spun like a top on
slick metal. It was hot, so hot. I sweated. Itwas a realization that I didn't
rrust. I didn't want to. He couldn't have. His wife .... What about Tammy? She
was sick. The kids. Isaac, a newborn. Teaching. Students. The girls. The team.
My mind churned like thick burrer, heavy and weighted. But did I even have
a right to be upset, so distraught? He wasn't my dad, not a family member.
Not even a family friend, really. He was my soccer coach.
The fact of his death would return periodically, gripping me for an in-
stant, but making me fight harder. It would hurt, maybe bring a tear, bur life
moved on. This summer, though, it brought sharp turmoil. My sister had
taken to nannying the kids and on a hot, summer day, brought them to the
house to swim. I couldn't face it. My body numbed. Isaac was now walking.
Addy had grown up, no longer absentminded or oblivious, but engaged,
talkative. Eli was boisterous, confident-his dad. I saw Mike in them all. His
smart, wise disposition. His intelligence. Patience. Kindness. They walked
in, and I ran. [ plunged to the Aoor and coiled. Tight. I was breaking. I
needed something to keep me together. Nothing could.
"Linden. Linden?" I didn't respond. I couldn't move.
"Come on, please." My mom begged. "They're doing so well. Look at how
strong and happy they are!"
I shook. My head, my mind, my emotions. No. No! Itwasn't fair. They
needed their dad. I wanted to give him back to them. Rerum the hours he
had spent with us girls menroring, training, instructing. They deserved it
more than we did. I was a burglar. A thief who had robbed innocence. Bur it
was a lie. I paused. The tears slowed. My body loosened. I look!;d up ... into
nothing. I stood. I felt old. It took all forces of energy (Q walk forward, (Q
lift one foot in front of the other. I passed by their miniature shoes, noticing
the bigger sizes. I saw them running, laughing. I saw him again.
We held their hands down (Q the water, straining to keep them at our
sides. Their little hands slipped from our fingers. They were antsy, ready to
risk, to play.
"Let's race!" Eli bolted, and I reacted. Following him, I felt free. I
breathed. My body Hew It was okay. We toppled at the tall line of the grass,
our chests heaving in disjointed rhythm. Seconds later Addy and Isaac
toppled over us, giggling at such shenanigans. We sat at the water's edge,
turning over rocks. I JUStstared. I wanted to capture it all. Forget nothing.
Their happiness, their recognition. They were okay.
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Addy plopped into my lap, fitting the hollow of my crossed legs perfectly.
Her tiny fingers molded over my knee caps. We just looked forward. The
water rippled, pulling at the shore. There was only peace. My mind had been
a Poseidon storm, unrelenting, unforgiving. My body had weakened, crumpled
under impossible rapture. But stillness ensued. A beauty transformed. There
was no longer fear-it f1ed-bm comfort. Mike's spirit was contagious,
enough to infect his kids and myself within even a fleeting moment of his
life. The ache hasn't left completely, but it's lessened, slowly curling open its
fists, allowing me co breathe. It's going to be okay.
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Green Marshmallows and Sardines
by Kali Wolkow
Cold. Teem-chattering, breath-freezing, nose-rosying, cough-giving,
chill-bearing, boor-soaking, wind-blowing, white-snowing, cold. I am in a
polar bear's paradise; too bad I had been born with the climate preference
of a flamingo. Shivering, sniffling, I try co remember why I am standing
squished between Mr. and Mrs. Marching-green-marshmallow-coars. And
I regrer ir. Sisters. Shopping. Black Friday. Ourside the doors of]C Penney's
at one o'clock in the morning, a crowd anxiously waits. Unfortunately, I am
part of that gathering. Seeming not to mind our sardine-packed existence,
my sisters eagerly chat beside me, getting ready for the adventure. I fervently
rub my hands together and jump from side to side. Sending dagger eyes
toward every snowflake that falls, my mind grumbles. Why does Black Friday
have to be so white?And so cold. And crowded And late. I'm tire~ I want to go
home. Maybe J could just write some I-owe-yous for Christmas ...
I force myself ro think positive thoughts. Being a Hallmark junkie, my
mind goes straight ro Christmas cards. 1 guess Midwestern Christmases look
pretty good on holiday greeting cards. Peaceful cottages, with snow-laden rooft,
warm glows trickling out of windows, wreaths hanging on doors, pleasantly
embodying the Christmas spirit and sense of home. I smile, almost feeling the
stiffness of the folded cardstock in my fingers. Christmas cards are so comfortably
predictable. Somewhere a red cardinal will be sitting on a branch decorated in
icicles, clear and gleaming. A verse wilL be scrolled along the bottom of the card
with season'sgreetings elegantly written in a sweeping and swirling script. Script.
Letters. Numbers. Time. After struggling to maneuver my cell phone out of
my pocket (the tight confinement of mob was drastically impeding my progress),
I briefly glance at my phone's clock and send up a prayer adamantly
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thanking God only [en more minutes remain until [he doors open.
Someone shoves me. Pushes me. Elbows me. Tin can smashes me. Great,
now all I'm waitingfor is someone to drop kick me. I feel like [hose old cars at
[he junkyard, slowly getting crushed into an unnatural shape. As jf refusing
to be pressed into a mold, my body bends awkwardlyto stay stationary. Fail.
Within minutes, 1 get slicked deeper into sleep-deprived mass of holiday
shoppers. Between Green Marshmallow one and two. In franc of me, with
white hair barely peaking our of her pink embroidered stocking hat, an older
lady looks at me, offers an apologetic smile, and then loses herself in the
crowd. If I was eighty, I would be shopping online for my grandkids, making
cookies and eating them. And 1 would go to bed at nine. The tension, as well
as my bad mood, increases as the time slowly ticks away. Only a few talk.
Quietly, they are planing their routes, srrareglzlng. Eyeing the door, they
wait for the click of the lock just like a sprinter waits for the gun. And I
stand feeling like the hurdle they are too tired to jump. Four minutes ...
The wind picks up, and so does my crankiness. South Dakota's winter
wonderland can only be appreciated with the eyes and suffered with the body,
I grumpily mink to myself. Luckily for Hallmark, current technology only
encompasses sound. People don't have to open up a card and hear Jingle Bells
play, then suddenly be bombarded with the heart-stopping chill of the frosty earth
pelting their faces. Some people call it snow- stinging white gunpowder seems
like a better description., Too bad the melody of White Christmas can't sooth-
ingly float into a room, exuding holiday cheer, then BANG. Chills of below zero
weather blindside the recipients and cold wet seeps into their boots because they
are trying to start their car that's hibernating under a [our-foot snowdrift. That
would teach them some real holiday cheer. Maybe a few more people would be
home "OW instead of bunched together by these doors like herd of cattle vyingfor
the same water trough.
Someone shoves me. Again. Another coughs. A deep, reverberating
cough from the basement of me lungs-a bronchitis-passing cough. Great,
when this is all said and done, I am going to be both emotionally and physically
sick. Thoroughly defeated, I stare fixated on the doors ahead of me. One
minute ...
A somewhat scared looking teenager (Chloe, according to her name
tag) tentatively walks up to the opposite of the door. Stares nervously at
the group, looking like a tourist on the Seattle Space Needle that is afraid
of heights. Carefully, she handles rhe lock. Everyone braces themselves.
Straightens their scarves. On you mark ... get set ... I take one final glance
around. Send up a prayer. And meotally prepare myself to be abruptly
stripped from my sardined existence. GO!
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Three hours larer, with a two-dollar gingerbread scarf and a fifty-cent
blinking reindeer button, I head to the checkour. I pay. And rake my place
on a bench. Pin on my reindeer, and take out a card I purchased at Wal-Marr
seven hours earlier. Upon opening it, the melody of White Christmas
drifted into the room. And I get to hear it without the white, without the
snow, and without the cold. Take that South Dakota winters.
The doors open. I get carried through the doors, my legs never needing
to be used to propel myself forward. The Marshmallows keep me afloat.
Once inside, it parts. People rush in various directions, unsure of which sale
item [0 find first. Dazed, I wander aimlessly about the store, trying to take it
all in. A mother buying her daughrer eighr different pairs of holiday socks.
Red ones. Green ones. Red and green ones. I see a couple fighting over how
many Christmas coffee mugs they need. I think they need ten. It's a good
number. To my right, old Mrs. Pink-hat is loading her carts with peppermint
tea, mint tea, wintergreen tea, Santa Clause tea, Rudolph tea, Snowman tea,
tea flavored tea. All of it. Maybe she is planning to stage the second Boston tea
party ... ? I roam the store seeing nothing I really need. Passing the men's
wear aisle, I spot green. Ha. There are the Marshmallows. Getting new Christmas
sweaters. Matching ones. How shocking.
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Honorable Mention
Physics
by Isaac Hendricks
I had never been to the desert before. I have been to New Mexico, but I
was way up north near the Colorado border and there it's more mountains
than cactus. There is a fanciful mystique around deserts-almost more so for
the Arab ones; filled with genies, flying carpets and the escapades of the forty
. thieves. So when 1was presented with the opportunity to live in an Arab
country for a semester; to learn about the culture: to meet the people and eat
their food; I signed up without any moment of he sirarion. I did not know
what lay in store for me-none of us did.
Twas going to study in the Sultanate of Oman with friends from school.
We were learning about Islam, Omani culture and history, the Arabic
language, and we were to be weekend warriors throughout the semester.
Before we left for Oman, we had questions about safety-we didn't so
much, but our parents sure did. Will my kid be safe? What about terrorists?
AJ Qaeda? The folks in charge, half-way joking, said that we would be in the
most danger on the road, travelling, driving.
Paved roads in Oman are new. The country had fewer than 15 miles of
paved road before 1970. Then a new Sultan came to power and he used a lot
of oil money to build up his country's infrastructure with roads and hospitals,
electricity and schools. Consequently, the people who live there are quire
terrible drivers. Whereas our grandparents taught our parents how to drive,
who in turn taught us, people in Oman have no familial instruction in
driving and are none-the-less allowed to use the roads. This does not mean
there are not classes or restrictions. It Simply means that we took our life
into our hands every time we went driving.
The painted lines on the highways acted more as guidelines for the number
of lanes. Two painted lines usually meant three lanes, bur that was merely
a suggestion to the Omanis and there was dearly enough space for five cars
abreast-so they thought. Speed limits were treated as minimum requirements
and bumper-to-bumper traffic travelled 80 mph during rush hour.
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As for the weekend 'warrior part, every weekend, we would take off from
our overly secure, walled compound and go somewhere. We had no idea
where. But we trusted Morl, and he never led us astray. Our trips were of the
adventurous sort: backpacking, bouldering, hiking and swimming in wadis.
This suited me fine. It suited all of us just fine.
One weekend, we cut class early, packed our Toyota Prado and Doug's
Forerunner with tents and packs, sleeping pads and bags and food for days.
Then we left. We went straight west, into the desert. We were headed to
Snake Gorge by way of an archaeological dig, some burial mounds and a hot
meal with some fellow westerners.
The dig was a hole in the ground, and the mounds were piles of rock-
nothing to write home about. But what happened next would be sure to scar
us, for the rest of our lives.
Our rwo car caravan was led by Brian "Mori" Moriarty, who was the
Resident Director of the Oman semester. Driving the second car was Tony
Abraham. Tony worked as an administrator for the progtam and the mission
otganization. Tony is an Indian emigrant who now lives in Oman.
I was riding in the second car, Tony's car, with Drifter and Boots. We
followed Mod off of the paved main road onto a dirt road that was supposed
to be a short cut through a small mountain range as opposed to around the
mountains. As we flew down the dirt road, we starred losing visibility. Our
car became consumed by the dust from Mod's car. This seemed to the rest of
us riding in the second car to be a very simple fix for Tony: all he needed to
do was slow down and wait for the cloud to clea.r,then follow Mort's cloud
from a distance. Each passenger made mention to Tony about slowing down
and getting out of the dust, but Tony never balked-ensuring us, "We're
alright".
(What happens next is a patchwork memory coming from fragments of
my own, stories from the others and either a little or a lot of imagination.]
All the sounds were muffled, fighting valiantly against an 1'ncessant
ringing to be properly heard. I could hear Drifter's shocked screams and
another man's painful wails and tearful moans, but both were dull against
the persistent din. I tried to look around, bur the world didn't move as'
quickly as my head and eyes, eliciting an extreme dizziness. The inside of
the car was dusty, hazy-more than I remembered. It choked my breath and
coated my throat. The windows were down letting in the stifling biHows
of sandy dust. When my hearing fully returned, it came back in a wave,
sweeping over me swiftly, pushing out the din and bringing back the world.
The last thing I knew, we were driving peacefully down a gravel road now,
that blissful peace was traded for some terrible confusion.
I tried to move my left arm to open the door so I could exit the auto,
but for some reason my arm wouldn't work. Sub-consciously-perhaps
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even unconsciously-I understood that my arm was broken, dislocated, or
potentially both; I had no idea to what extent my arm was in disrepair. I
just understood, somehow, that it wasn't the way it was supposed to be. I
couldn't discern what was going on around me, but I knew that there was
something wrong.
I slowlyreachedacrossmy body with my right arm to operare the mechanics of
the one obstacle that stood between me and a little bit of fresh air. I opened
the door and stepped Out of the car Onto the dirt road, and I felt the pressure
of rocks against the skin of my left foot. Somehow, my left shoe had jumped
ship, shirking its responsibility to protect the tender skin on the bottom of
my foot. I was incredibly confused as to why my shoe was missing. I walked
forward to Tony's seat where he was still seated. I wasn't sure if he was alive
or dead. He was just sitting, eyes dosed, head resting between me seat and
the frame of the car. I blacked out at that point, coming-to, to someone
helping me into a sitting position on a mar away from the road. I looked
up to face my helper. It was Rascal from the first car. He looked at me very
seriously and asked, "Are you okay? Do you need anything?" I nodded that I
was okay. I scanned the surroundingarea and saw Meerkar, kneeling on his
haunches, in the hot Omani sun, baking. I motioned toward him and said,
"He could probably use some water." I moved my eyes from Meerkat to my
left, and I saw a large, blue, goose-neck truck and trailer eating a significantly
smaller grey SUV-the same grey SUV that I was previously riding in. It
rook a moment, but finally, I put the pieces together;
"That was my car ... 1was just in a car accident. I was just in a Serious car
accident. I must have hurt my arm in the accident somehow."
The rest of the day passed in blurs and flashes; a forty minute drive to the
nearest hospital, x-rays, surgery, recovery.
Ir wasn't until I was our of surgery and into recovery that I could think
about what had happened.
Tony was following too dose to Mort's car, cruising through the thick
cloud produced by travelling dusty, desert roads. Blinded by the dusty veil,
our driver listed left ever so lazily and slammed headlong into the grill of a
twelve-ton water truck. I didn't know it when it happened.
There were a lot of! didn'ts that day.
I didn't feel myself fly forward into the driver's seat at 55 miles per hour. I
didn't consciously raise my ann to protect myself, to brace against the coming
impact. I didn't feel my radius and ulna and humerus snap under the force
of my forearm slamming into [he headrest in front of me. I didn't feel my
humerus peek its broken self out of my skin.
It was like a dream or a movie, anything bur real life. TIlls was something
that didn't actually happen. Not to real people. Not to me.
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I stayed four days in the hospital; the doctors wanted to make sure that
my surgically-repaired elbow didn't get infected and kill me. I was thankful
for their concern, but that hospital was the last damn place I wanted to be
right then. I ended up leaving Oman about a week later. My doctor told me
that I would receive better after care in the US. So I left. I left a life-altering
experience because of a life-altering experience. I went to Oman to learn
about culture, religion and language. Instead, I learned the ins and oms of
the Omani health system, the limits of a human body and the physicsof a
car crash.
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I
Sisters
by Kiersten Van Wyhe
I've been losing my sister gradually over the years. As she went to high
school, moved into her own room in the basement, went to college hundreds
of miles away and then got married. But I lost most of her during one
especially uying time of life~a rime that aged us both.
I. I was always jealous ofWhimey's friends as she became closer to
them and spent less time at home. When they were in high school, I would
go over to me Linder house for flute lessons and Whitney would be laughing
hysterically over Gilmore Girls alongside Karen Linder and the girls' two
other closest friends. If they weren't laughing, they were studying. The four
did everything as a group, including graduating valedicrorians together.
They called themselves the "fearsome foursome," and they were inseperable.
1 knew that there was something special abour them that I would never
understand.
When Whitney returned home for the summer after her freshman year of
college, I thought that life was back to normal. And for the majority of those
first few months, it was. We'd play games as a family, or go on sister shop-
ping dates-two small girls, clearly sisters, always laughing without a care in
the world.
II. One August afternoon an image burned itself into my mind, and
our family changed. I was beginning a puzzle and doing simple household
chores for my mom. It was a pretty great afternoon, actually. Bur I can't
think about it mat way because the image of three girls on our living room
couch is forever etched into my mind-this image of three of the "fearsome
foursome," so obviously missing the last fourth of their group, and contemplating
just that loss. I leave my room because I hear commotion, and this is what I
see: My sister is in rhe middle of it all-her dirty blond hair falling over her
face as she looks down ar her hands. The image is like a brand that stings
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continually until it has been there for a long time. Evenrually you forget that
it was ever not a parr of you.
It's more than the image, though. It's also the sounds-my mom trying to
explain to me about Karen's accident, the quiet sobs of some of the girls and
the yelling in my head. There are desperate prayers competing for attention in
my mind. Some people claim to be left without words when tragedy strikes,
but I can honestly say that I had plenty to share with God that day. After a
few minutes, I couldn't remain in that environment any longer. I ran inro
my bathroom and locked the door. I heaved myself against the vanity my
sister and I used to share and sobbed. I begged God for answers. Looking
into the mirror, I prayed for a miracle. I selfishly prayed for my sister more
than anyone else.
Are you even there?Are you even listening to me? ull me you're getting some
of this because now really isn't the time to turn your back on my family, and this
other family too. Whitney and her friends are out there in shock, and you need to
step in and do something.
All these words were whispered, or sobbed, or screamed, or just thought. I
couldn't have told you even then. And all these words were suspended in the
air, waiting 'for a response. I received none.
God, do a miracle. Heal Karen's brain, make her lungs work again and guide
the doctors to make her well Show yourselJ already.' My sister, Whitney, is in
pain right now, and ifyou love her, you will heal her .friends body.
I didn't wanr to hear a response from God. I wanted a knock on the
bathroom door telling me Karen's condition was much better than they
originally thought, and that she would make it after all. No knock came.
III. Flat edged piece with purple flowers, flat edged piece with white fence.
I tried to focus on the puzzle in front of me. Anything to distract from
the reality around me. Karen was in an accident. Her boyfriend was killed
instantly, and she was taken by helicopter to the hospital immfdiately. Yellow
piece of the sunflower with green edges. She was brain dead, and on life support.
They were going to pull the plug. Back to purple flowers, and this piece has a
strange top-right corner. Just keep putting the pieces together. Don't think.
IV: Katie is starting this new ice cream shop down the street and asking
me if I would like to help her get the business starred. I'm confused. Why is
she selling ice cream? Where is her family to help her? I wake up. Anomer
dream about Katie. Last night she was at a school dance alone, and the night
before she just kept running and running, never slowing down. Katie is not
the girl that died. Katie is that girl's sister, and she haunts my thoughts night
and day.
Katie and I both went on shopping sprees with our sisters last month, and
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now we were completely different. Katie's sister was gone forever, and mine
was becoming harder and harder to find. I was scared because I didn't know
how I would make it through the next day, and my sister was still up and
walking. I saw Katie at school, her nearly white blond hair hidden under the
hood of a baggy sweatshirt, and wondered how she made it through each
day. The pink bracelet Katie constantly fidgeted with on her wrist reminded
me that her sister Karen had left a legacy. "Feel the rain," it said. IfI were
Katie, the rain would crush me. How does she do it? I tried to connect with
her, but I didn't know what to say. She was the 'me' I was afraid of-the 'me'
without her sister.
v: My sister and I rode together in the car. All I heard was the song
"For Good" over and over and over again. "Like a comet pulledftom orbit, as
itpasses the sun ..
"Meghan burned me this CD yesterday. It comes from Wicked," my sister
spoke in a half-voice to no one in particular.
"Hmrn, I see." There was nothing to say to each other, so we simply
listened.
"Who can say if I've been changed for the better? But, because I knew you, I
have been changed for good ... ""Whitney would later sing this duet with one
of the remaining friends at Karen's funeral. Aside from the orher sister Katie,
this song was the thing haunting me the most. It was the only music "Whit-
ney played in her car for weeks. I still hear the initial chord at the beginning
of other songs, mistaking it for "For Good," and my heart flip-flops. They
are the words my sister could not say.
VI. I seeWhitney "write" to Karen on Facebook every so often.
"I miss you so much. I don't think I can ever say that enough. Every single
thing that's happened since you left and that's going to happen I just wishI
could tell you everything and get your opinion and your encouragement. I
just want you to be here again."
I read my sister's words and weep because I know she is in pain, and I
can't reach her. I am her sister, bur I am an outsider. I run into Katie every
so often-the other sister. I grieve for her, but I know that part of my friend,
my sister, is gone, too. "When she left, Karen took a parr of "Whitney with
her.
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Loving My Enemies
by Cristna Bodarev
When I was twelve, my family moved from the northern part of Moldova
(0 Chisinau-the capital of Moldova. Moving from a small town of 20,000
people to a city of one million people was a big transition for us, especially
for my sister and me. We had to get used to and accept the new things-a
new life, new school, new friends and other neighbors. My sister, who is two
years younger than me, went into the fourth grade, and I started the fifth
grade in the new school. I began my academic year with success, getting
good grades in all classes, being in good relationship with my teachers and
my classmates, except one boy-We Creru, a smart but tricky boy, with
freckled face and a heart of a leader.
He was jealous. Being the only chiJd in his family made him competitive
and want to be the first, preferred pupil in class. He tried to rum all the class
against me. Therefore, Hie used my religion as weapon ro pur me down.
Being a part of three percent of Christians in the whole Moldova is not
easy-you have to adjust between rwo different worlds. Considering himself
more superior than me, day by day, Hie insulted and threatenef me to get
me down, to give up. This made me dislike him and he became my daily
enemy. 1 tried to respond to his harassment in the same way, but he anyway
kept putting me down, which made me start skipping school because ofhim.
However, one day, 1was reading for history class about a classic story in
War, where five nations under one rule of the Tyrant were struggling fighting
with each other. At the end of chapter, a quote stroke me and changed my
way of thinking. Abraham Lincoln's quote was a new weapon to win the
war. It said, "I destroy my enemy when 1make him my friend." I wondered
"how can 1make him my friend?" And the answer came when 1 remembered
the Sunday school lessons. The Bible says to love your enemies. And I did.
The next days, I changed my attitude toward him and behaved differ-
ently. I wasn't paying attention to his insults, instead, 1was helping him
to understand the lessons, explaining after class. Keeping focused on my
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studies and helping others, Ilie noticed my respond to his attempts
putting me down, and he gave up. After a while, he stopped insulting me,
but focused on his studying to become still the best student in class.
Seven years later, by chance we met in the center of the city, both us
surprised. Of course, his first questions were about my school, where I was
studying, what were my achievements. After I told him about my successes
at the college, Ilie went on telling me about his studying success and future
plans.
This time, our talks were with bright smiles on our faces, sharing how
glad we were for each other and wishing good luck in future in our lives. I
don't consider him my enemy anymore. I believe he is my friend, and I love
him with a brotherly love, because I believe that loving your enemies, makes
them your friends.
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Dead Hearts
by Kyle Rubel
What am Jgetting myself into? I'm not ready for this. I stare at myself in the
mirror, uneasy about where I'm going. I don't chink I've ever worn so much
black in my life. Tears begin to roll down my face as I step out my bathroom
door. I take a couple more steps as I wipe them away before anyone can see
them.
"Are you ready?" my sister Lindsey asks me.
"Yeah," I reply, staring blankly ahead. Am I really ready' Can anyone truly
say they are ready for this' I take a couple deep breaths before finally walking
toward the front door. Lindsey and I get into her car, beginning our drive.
1 can't do this. J can't do this. I need to go home. Knots fill my stomach as
I think about where I'm going. I've never been co a funeral. I've never seen
a dead body. Tears fill my eyes again. I quickly turn toward my window,
hoping Lindsey won't no dee. Dark clouds fill the sky. More black for this
day. This view intensifies the knots. The tears finally leave my eyes.
''Are you doing alright?" she asks, already knowing the answer.
"Yeah," I reply. 1 don't want her to worry. This is already hatd enough on
her.
"I have plenty of Kleenex if you need them," she tells me.
"Okay, thanks." I go back to staring out my window, hoping it will !Jring
me a little comfort. It doesn't. My mind starts getting lost in the music
playing on the radio, causing a small grin before reality comes back to me.
This isn't going to be a day where I get to see my long lost friend Jeremy. not
alive anyway. 1 am going to his hometown to watch his body be put in the
ground. This isn't how I was supposed to meet your family, or seeyour hometown
fir the first time. we were supposed to do it together. It was supposed to be a
happy occasion. Why did you have to go'
"Welcome to Lake City" reads the sign in front of me.
Funny. What is so welcoming about it? I'm here for the funeral of a friend who
died of an aneurism. How is that welcoming?
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TIle sky finally cleared up, giving me town a little bit of the welcome the
sign mentioned- The road we drove on was surrounded by a bunch of little
houses spaced evenly apart from each other. We approached a school that
seems roo big for the town until I read that it was for Kindergarten through
12ID grade. There are rwo gas stations and a small Catholic church mat
looked like it came out of a horror movie. The roads are empry of cars. This
town is so small So creepy. So dead We park in front of the church as we get
ready for this.
I walk into me church, trying to stay strong. It's working. I'm actually
doing this. Lindsey leads the way in. I take one look to my right and see a
picture of Jeremy. Tears begin to fall from my eyes uncontrollably. This time
I don't care who sees. I've been strong for too long, and now I can't hold it
in. We head to the chapel before we are stopped again. The casket
containing his body is sitting right outside the chapel door. Surprise over-
comes us. Here we are standing in front of jeremy's cold, lifeless body. I can't
believe what I'm looking at.
This isn't YOlt. This looks nothing like Y0lt. 7beygot rid ofyoltr facial hair. J
loved how it looked 011 you. I try convincing myself it isn't him, and it works
for a while. Lindsey leads me into the chapel filled with black. We take a
seat in a pew towards the middle. I look around and see people crying while
sharing their stories about Jeremy. The words around me soon become
inaudible. When is jeremy going to come out and tell me that everything is okay;
that this whole thing Wt1S just a cruel prank? On the surface I tell myself mat it
is JUSta prank, bur deep down I know it's not.
The service is now over, and I begin my drive back to school. This feels
like a nightmare that my body refuses to wake up from. If 1 can stop thinking
about him. 1 will be alright. I [Urn on music ro disrracr me and begin singing
along with it. "I can say it, but you won't believe me, YOusay you do, but you
don't deceive me. Dead hearts are everywhere. Dead hearts are everywhere." It
finally hits me.
"He's really gone," I tell myself our loud, "He's gone, and he is never
coming back." Tears start falling our of my eyes faster than I imagined rhey
ever could. I turn off my radio and set my head on my steering-wheel. I
begin crying so hard that I can't breathe anymore. I swerve on the road like a
drunken madman. The pressure of his death finally forced itself on me. I'm
just a dead heart trying to find strength.
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Black Friday
by Tony Vande Brake
'Black Friday' Iblak-jTaby-deyl, noun; 1. The day America loses its
mind
"Two people were trampled last year when they opened the doors .. ."
''A bunch of people gar arrested for a fist-fight over some LCD TVs ... "
"My aunt grabbed twelve Hannah Montana dolls, and some lady stole
three of them right our of her hands on the way ro the from register ... "
This buzz of droopy-eyed small talk mingled among the shoppers grouped
around large palettes sitting dormant. The time>3:30 A.M. The place, a
Walmarr Supercenter. The day, rwcnry-four hours after Thanksgiving: the
infamous Black Friday, "Day of Deals." At this ridiculous hour, no one
really cared about those trampled in years past, nor the fist fights or thefts.
The 30-something year-old mother in faded, flowered pajamas, who had
four or five kids asleep back in her trailer, under the 'watchfuliye' of her
passed-out 11th boyfriend, positioned her cart in a diagonal from one of the
palettes, effectively sealing off one exit so she had time to lift her droopy
eyelids and, as she yawned, removed three of the competition by the stench
of her breath; (one of which sprints away in a frantic search for the nearest
Lisrerine bottle or pack of Menees to thrust into her hand for emergency
help.) The object of this morning's affection: discounts, mark-downs, and
liquidations.
The stark white walls of the retail superstore enclose the mobs of
mindless vegetables. An asylum, a glass cage. God, the scientist, amused
by the lab rats' behavior. Classification cannot be ignored-the single,
insomniac cechies, the nerds, groping around the cases of discount Xbox
360s, the $15 HOM! cables, and the $29.97 role-playing game which will
consume the next hundred and ninety-eight hours of their lonely, sad Iives-
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the mob of girlfriends, their purses slung precisely over their left shoulders,
their weight balanced on their right crossed leg, encompassing rhe section
devoted to the marked-down, $99.98 Tom-Tom CPS units, to be snatched
at, purchased, and thrust into the hands of their directionally challenged
college boyfriends.
The florescent industrial light fixtures casr a dull light on the pale,
sleep-deprived zombies, all more concerned with saving $10 on something
they most certainly don't need, nor have the money for, than the extra five
hours of sleep that would do wonders for their physical appearances. Frugal?
Thrifty? No: insane, compulsive. The P.A.system crackles to life, interrupting
the endlessly-repeating Christmas music that is supposed to in some way re-
mind everyone that, unlike Elvis, humanity and common sense have not left
the building. "The sales will begin in 15 minutes. Please make room for the
attendants that will remove the packaging when the time comes." (Ignored:
most people take the opportunity to crowd in tighter around the masked
object of their desire; the Walmart attendants: 'How May I Help You?' ... by
getting the heck out of my wayl) Aggression.
"How are we going to get one of those Dad? There's only twelve of them
in this stack and there's ten of us here. What if that guy over there wants
more than one?" asks Danny.
"Don't worry, we'll get one. We were here before those three over there ...
we'll get one .... We have to get one," says Frank, a determined frown on his
face, the shade of his knuckles gripping the cart shifting from a pale peach rc
ghostly white.
The familiar crackle of the speaker system; all eyes snap to gaze at some
imaginary subject in the periphery' of their view, the conversation hushes.
"We will be opening the cases in five minutes. I repeat, five minutes."
Anticipation. Across the store, the retail paradise has transformed into a
gridiron with 4,000, two-man teams battling for the Lombardi trophy, the
opponents grow anxious, paranoid of each other. Carts are shifted closer,
chests are inflated, jackets are removed and sleeves are rolled up. ]anine, the
picture-perfect, June Cleaver housewife, readies herself. A concealed box
cutter drops from her Burlington Coat Factory sleeve into her twitching
hand, poised to slit the shrink-wrap and slip out a Bobby Flay signature
spatula into her waiting cart: a sight that should signal an alert sky marshal
to take her into custody, but the potential threat is ignored; the security
guards' eyes are glazed over with dollar sign cataracts. Elsewhere,
psychological tactics are employed. ''As soon as they open it up, you
grab rwo for your mother, and I'll get one for Luke and rwo for Jim" (two
separate boxers sigh and leave the ring, sensing the futility of facing such a
tenacious, blood-thirsty Champion.)
"It is now 3:58. The cases will be opened momentarily."
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Desperation. The pitcher winds up, and the runner goes. As the Walmart
attendant moves up to grab a hold of the palette and reaches for his box
cutter, a man to his side reaches forward, tears the wrapping and
desperately gropes for a Kodak digital camera. No dummy, the attendant
turns to apprehend the suspect. Satisfied that he is sufficiently distracted, the
crowd follows the lead. A pregnant blonde in her second trimester, using her
situation to her advantage, stumbles forward, shredding the packaging with
hormone-fueled strength. She grabs as many copies of Twilight as will rest
on top of her bulging belly and turns to shuffle off as fast as her pregnant
legs will carry her.
Chaos, chaos. Chaos. The other isles follow suit. No! It's not 4 a.m. yet,
you can't start grabbing things! All around, a life-sized train of Dominos has
been tipped by the cosmic force of greed. Attendants are engulfed by the
amoeba-like swarms of shoppers; other attendants successfully remove their
designated wrappings one minute early, only to share their comrades' fate a
split-second later.
... ."."... The dust settles, the damage is done. "Please form orderly lines
at the checkouts. "All stands have' been opened for your shopping
convenience." Three frantic minutes have passed, and the only occupant of
the outer aisles is the occasional tumbleweed drifting along by the force of
the industrial-size air conditioning units. The balance has shifted; the scale
has been thrown off; the front of the store has become top-heavy. Three
frantic minutes, and millions of dollars worth of merchandise has migrated
to the checkouts. Twelve or fourteen people to a line, the next hour is
already rationed out: standing in line, exhausted, waiting.
"Boy, that sure was intense!"
"I was so close to hitting that guy!"
"Whar a deal I got!'!"
"#%@*!"
" .. .I'm going to bed!"
"It's only 4 in the morning ... but I need a drink!"
Everyone: the lawyer, the accountant, the fifth-grade science teacher,
the garbage man, the mailman, even the mayor; all prepare to leave'
the devastation behind, either with their wallets completely defecated or
their spirits dampened. "Thank you for shopping at Walmart!" Happy
Thanksgiving ... Merry Christmas ... Happy Holidays.
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Through His Eyes
by Rachel Lynn
I. "Buy now! She's smelly, cries a lot, and needs a ron of attention.
She wakes you up at night and needs her diaper changed all the time. At
meals, she gets bits of food allover the floor, table, her bib, and her hair-
and then can't even help pick it up, Instead, she just sits in the family room,
giggling away with Dad while you have to stay and help bring dishes to
Mom. Every rime you want to leave, first you have to help find her boors,
gloves, and coat. Then, you get no help with your coat (or shoes!) while
Mom helps her with everything. Please ... You can have her for free if you
just pick her up!"
These were the dictated words of a six-year-old boy who decided he didn't
want to live with his baby sister anymore. He was writing a newspaper ad in
hopes that he could get rid of her. Thankfully, his mom encouraged him to
write nicer things in order to encourage the sale. Sooner rather than later, he
was duped into keeping the little girl who cooed, smiled and smelled good
after a bath. My mom still tells this story about Stephen most holidays.
II. Stephen always had to walk to the elementary school and then ride
the bus to the middle school. k a sixth grader, he was graciously blessed
with a fantastic, first-grade tag along.
"Stephen, do you remember when you learned how to spell in first grade?
Do you remember learning Wed-nes-day? Because that's what I learned how
to spell today. Do you remember that? Do you? Stephen?"
"First grade was too long ago. I don't remember. Just stop talking."
He would walk in silence the rest of the way, annoyed that she kept trying
to grab his hand. Didn't she realize that this wasn't a dangerous road? It was
so calm; she could probably just walk by herself.
III. fu a high school basketball player, Srephen needed to shoot hoops.
Of course, his fWO sibs would want to join him anytime they could. But he
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hated having to waste time to teach them stuff. But when they did, he made
the rules. So what if he just did layups and the kids never got a chance to
really play? He was the one who actually needed practice anyway. Sometimes
they just got on his nerves. He always had to watch them when his parents
were gone, drive them to school in the mornings, and help them with their
math homework. When it came to explaining other things to them, he just
did not have the patience or desire. Why did he have to be the oldest?
"Stephen, how did you do that]!"
"Very carefully."
IV "Stop crying. I cannot even talk to you when you act like that" he
says after one argument. Another fight: "Youjust think you know everything,
don't you. You do not know anything," he snarls. "Act your age," he mouths
across the dinner table. "Stop being so ... weird, Rachel."
That was just last summer.
IV. I suppose that although we have grown older and our problems
look much different, I am still the little sister. Through his eyes, will I forever
be the spoiled one? Will I forever be the one who talks tOO much? Will I
forever be too young, too ignorant, too ... me?
Does he realizehow much I care what he thinks, even when I am frusrrated
with him? He thinks I am disrespectful, yet I wanr him to be my friend and
not my elder. We must always love, but will we ever like? And laugh? And
share anything real?
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Fear
by Maria Vande Griend
"Hi."
"Hi." I responded only barely audible. Who was this guy? J hadn't seen him
beftre.
"What's your name?"
"Maria."
"I'm Kenny. Nice to meet you."
"Uh ... you too." The boy was of medium height with short dark brown
hair. He wore round glasses and had pale white skin with lots of freckles,
and his hair was greasy. His shoes were worn almost all the way through; his
clothes baggy. They hung off of him, obviously a size too big. Thoroughly
disgusted, my friend and I hurried into the pool. We started swimming, and
it didn't take us long to forget about him.
At break rime, Twalked over to our bench; we had the same bench every
day. So help the person who sat on it; it was our bench. I spread out my
towel and laid out ro soak up the sun.
"You really like swimming don't you?"
Startled, I looked over to the bench and that creepy boy was sitting there!
He reeked of smoke and alcohol. "Yes, I do. Why are you on our bench?"
"Sorry. I dldn'r know it was yours." He wore a smug smile as he walked
over to the next bench and drug it next to mine. At this point, he was
leaning over me blocking my sun. His face was awkwardly close to mine. "I
see you here every day."
"Yeah... well ... I like to swim."
"You're a good swimmer."
"Thanks. Is there something you want?"
"Just to talk."
Thankfully the whistle blew. 1jumped in the pool and swam to the other
side. I wanted to be as far away from him as I possibly could. What was this
guys deal anyway? Couldn't he tell] had no interest in talking to him?
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Over the next few weeks, Kenny persisted. He followed me to and from
the pool every day. Finally the lifeguards banned him from coming inside
the pool, but he sat outside the fence whether it rained or shined. As long as
I was swimming, he was there watching and waiting for any opportunity to
talk to me.
By the time July came, I was so sick of Kenny watching me. lrn going to
outsmart this guy. I'm staying home, I'm going to watch 11{ and he can sit there
waiting at the pooL Quickly my confidence faded, and I began looking out
the window to check if he was there. Right at about two, he was parked in
a white pickup truck on the opposite side of the road. What is he doing here?
He'sjust sitting, watching the house. Idon't think he can see me, but why is he
here? Tiptoeing around the house, I began locking all the doors and shutting
all the windows and blinds. I took the cordless phone with me, I wrapped
myself in a blanket, and I sat on the couch watching TV. Kenny never
approached the house, but he took his obsession with me a little farther a
few days later.
Sitting in church with my family, I noticed something out of the corner
of my eye. Kenny and his little stepsister were sliding down the pew. He
slithered down the bench until he sat right next to me. In his deep throaty
voice he leaned over and whispered, "Good morning, Maria. I haven't seen
you for a few days."
I didn't say a word. I looked straight ahead and slowly inched closer to my
brother. Oh my gosh! I cannot believe he is here! I thought I was safe in church!
Lord please help me. I'm scared Who knows what this maniac has in mind
"Don't you want to talk to me?"
Again I remained silent staring ahead. Just go away! Leave me alone! Lord
please help me. Make him leave. Please Lord, make him leave.
"That's okay ... We don't need to talk. I can take in your beauty just by
being near you. You know I'm your biggest fan."
Then the service began, Kenny sat quietly with his sister. ~en the
service was over, I sprinted home. Thank goodness I lived across the street
from my church. I watched through the window as Kenny walked hand in
hand with his sister past my house and around the block. I relaxed a bit until
I heard someone walking up the stairs. Quickly I hid in a closet, my knees
pressed against my chest. I sat waiting and waiting and waiting. Why can't
J hear anything? Where is he? Finally, "Maria, are you home? Why did you
leave church so quick?"
I opened the door closet door quietly so as not to alert my mother I had
been hiding, and I walked into the TV room. "I wasn't feeling very well. I
think I'm going up to bed." Before my mom could answer, I was in my bed
snuggling under the covers sobbing into my pillow.
After the longest summer of my life, school started. Every year I was
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excited for school, but this year, I was ecstatic! Kenny had school, too. so he
couldn't follow me when Iwas there. Eight hours of peace. I can't believe it!
My nerves had been on edge for three months now. I couldn't sleep, I was
constantly looking over my shoulder, and Iwas extremely jumpy. Any noise
would cause me to jump and sometimes scream. My days were a nightmare.
When Igot home from the first day of school, Kenny was parked out _
front, waiting for me. He watched me walk inside as he gave a little wave of
acknowledgement and wore a crooked little grin on his face. For two weeks
Kenny parked lingering outside my house in anticipation of my arrival from
school. But one day he wasn't there lurking in his dirty white pickup truck.
Where is he? Why can't 1see him? Is he in my house? Should I go inside?
Maybe its a trap. What if my brother got home first and Kenny is holding him
hostage? [ can't go inside. I'll wait for my brother, and we can go to my grandma's
house. As Iwas frantically searching for him, my brother came around the
corner. Igrabbed his hand and walked him next door to my grandma's
house.
"Hi Grandma. How are you?"
"I'm good dear. How was school?"
"Oh, you know ... school."
She turned to my brother, "How was school for you today?"
While my brother and my grandma discussed his problems as a fourth
grader, I walked to the window. I slowly pulled the curtains to the side and
peered out at the street. No one. Why isn't he here? I just want to see him. I
cant believe l m thinking this, but at least I'd know where he was. We waited
at my grandma's only half an hour before my dad came home from work. I
let him walk inside first, and I didn't leave his side until I was sure he wasn't
there.
The next day, the news around school was Jimmy, the boy in my class
whose brother was stalking me, was arrested. Jimmy and Kenny were ar-
rested for molesting their younger sister. No wonder I didn't see Kenny He
was arrested. "Wait... he was arrested for molesting his sister. What if one of those
many times he ftllowed me, he had kidnapped me. [ can't think about that, but
what if. ..
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Indian Goodbyes
by Kristin Trease
Characters:
ANNE - Early 40s, Liz's mother.
LIZ - 23 years old
Setting:
Furniture and props are minimal. A living room is set up on stage right,
a bedroom is set up stage left. There should be room between the two for
acting.
(As lighrs rise, LIZ is sitting on her bed Ripping through a travel book.
ANN E is sitting on the couch doing the same. They are nor talking to each
other; LIZ is talking to the audience, ANNE speaking as if it is a parr of a
previous conversation LIZ is remembering.)
LIZ
My mother never said good-bye.
ANNE
Seems too final,
LIZ
She would say,
As if I'll never see you again.
ANNE
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LIZ
She much preferred
ANNE
See you later
LIZ
Or
ANNE
Take care of yourself
LIZ
Or
ANNE
I love you.
LIZ
Good-bye demanded roo much.
(There is a subtle light change to signify that the action is being switched
into a dialogue between the two women. ANNE picks lip the phone and
dials, calling LIZ who picks up her phone.)
LIZ
Hey,Mom.
ANNE
I've decided mat when you're in India, you can't die.
LIZ
Glad we're on the same page.
ANNE
Seriously, do you know what they do for funeral services?
LIZ
I'm not really well versed in Hindu burial processes, Mom.
ANNE
Well, they burn your body, then your ashes are thrown inca a holy river.
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LIZ
How does a river become holy?
ANNE
r don't know. I'm not Hindi.
LIZ
1 thought you were okay with cremation. Isn't that what you want?
ANNE
It'sdifferent. I wanr cremation so my ashes can be buried with the roms of
a baby tree yOll plant in your from yard so my essence is allowed to continue
living through the tree.
LIZ
What if r move?
ANNE
My (fee moves with you.
LIZ
Of course.
ANNE
We got off ropic.
LIZ
Your fault.
ANNE
And did you know that if you died, I wouldn't be able to go to your
funeral?
LIZ
Why not?
ANNE
Women aren't allowed at the cremation. Only male relatives and friends
can attend.
LIZ
Or in my case, male strangers.
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ANNE
You do seem to be lacking in male relatives.
LIZ
Your fault.
ANNE
But you have male friends.
LIZ
Not ones that can come to India for my funeral.
ANNE
You do have cheap friends.
LIZ
So you do realize that just because I'll be in Indiawhen I die-
ANNE
You aren't dying, remember? That's the point of rhis phone call.
LIZ
Hypothetically, if I were to die, I'm not Hindi. TIle funeral ceremony
probably wouldn't be the same.
ANNE
So I have nothing to worry about.
LIZ
You had nothing to worry about in the first place.
ANNE
Are you still coming over tomorrow?
LIZ
Yeah, I'll be there at five.
ANNE
Good. Love you.
LIZ
Love you, roo.
(Both hang up. Light change. LIZ begins her monologue.)
LIZ
It's kind of ironic, my mother's distaste for good-byes. She was never in
one place for too long.
ANNE
Home hopping
LIZ
She would call it.
ANNE
It will be an adventure
LIZ
She would rell me.
ANNE
You'll make lots of friends in Wyoming
LIZ
Or Florida or Maine or Arizona. What 1 didn't tell her as we loaded up
the station wagon is that I never made friends. I would have had to say
good-bye.
(Lights change. LIZ crosses from bed to living room. Sits on couch.
ANNE pulls our a brightly wrapped present from behind rhe couch.)
LIZ
Mom ...
ANNE
I know Tdidn't have to--
LIZ
But you wanted to.
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ANNE
Because I love you.
LIZ
Thanks.
ANNE
Open it, open it.
(LIZ quickly rips rhe paper off rhe gifr, revealing a brighrly colored sari.)
LIZ
Seriously?
ANNE
You can't go to India without looking like you belong.
LIZ
I rhink I'll still look pretty out of place.
ANNE
Here, let's put it on.
LIZ
Now?
ANNE
Yes, I want to see it on. Just take of your sweatshirt.
(LIZ obeys, pulling off her sweatshirt and standing up.) (
LIZ
Do you know how to do this? It just looks like a bunch of fabric to me.
ANNE
I printed off instructions from the internet.
LIZ
Of course yOll did.
ANNE
Step one. Put on long petticoat and blouse.
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LIZ
Skip that one.
ANNE
Okay. Step two. Take the sari and ruck the end into the petticoat for one
complete turn from right co left. Make sure the lower end of the sari couches
the floor.
LIZ
Umm ... okay.
(The rwo of them complete this step as the conversation continues.)
LIZ
Do you think I'll actually get (Q wear this when I'm working?
ANNE
I don't see why nQL Do the Sisters have a dress code?
LIZ
I'm sure they do, they're nuns.
ANNE
I know they do. But do you have one volunteering with the sisters?
LIZ
I don't know.
ANNE
Okay, looks good. Onro step three. Beginning from the tucked-in end,
start making pleats in the sari, about five inches deep.
LIZ
Does that look about five inches?
ANNE
Yeah, probably.
LIZ
Where did you find a sari?
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ANNE
Internet.
LIZ
Of course you did. How many pleats do I need?
ANNE
Umm ... seven to ten.
LIZ
I have eight.
ANNE
Okay. Step four. Hold them together so that they fall straight and even.
LIZ
I already am.
ANNE
Step five. Tuck pleats inca the waist slightly to the left of the navel. Make
sure they are turned toward the left. Take the sari and (lick the plain end of
the sari into the petticoat for one complete turn from right to left.
LIZ
This is harder than you think.
ANNE
Well, it's not a sheet you're wearing to a toga party.
LIZ
And this end just drapes over my shoulder?
ANNE
Step six. The end portion thus draped is the pallu and can be prevented
from slipping off by fixing it at the shoulder with a safety pin.
(The sari is on, but should not look good.)
LIZ
How does it look?
ANNE
You look amazing, Lizzie.
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LIZ
This is so cool, Mom.
ANNE
Well, I wanted to see my daughter in a sari.
LIZ
You'll have plenty of time in the three years I'm there.
(ANNE doesn't say anything, turning from LIZ and wiping the tears mat
began ro pool in her eyes.)
LIZ
You will come, won't you?
ANNE
['II try wirh every breath in my body.
(Lights change. LIZ crosses back to the bed.)
ANNE
We are gypsies,
LIZ
She would laugh as we drove down the road.
ANNE
Our address is the world.
LIZ
A<;if that was normal. To ber it was. To me too, I guess. Once I asked her
what she was running from. She laughed.
ANNE
I'm nor running from anything!
LIZ
I think the better question would have been who she was running from.
(Lights change. ANNE crosses to bedroom, sits on the bed reading a
travel book as LIZ pulls a suit case and laundry basket out from under her
bed and begins to fold clothes from the basket and pur them in the suit case
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while on the floor.)
ANNE
By the looks of it, there's a temple on every street corner.
LIZ
Well, when there are millions of gods, there have to be millions of
temples, I suppose.
ANNE
How do they keep them all straight?
LIZ
I don't know. I only pray to one. Keeps things simpler that way.
ANNE
I suppose that's true. You should still check some out. Can you take pic-
tures inside of temples?
LIZ
Would that be considered rude?
ANNE
I don't know. If they kick out you, then you'll know.
LIZ
That probably wouldn't be the best way of finding things out.
ANNE
No, probably not. Oh, I grabbed this for you from the doctf;r's office.
(Pulls out a pamphlet from her bag, hands it to LIZ.)
LIZ
"Staying Healthy During Your Trip."
ANNE
Thought it may be helpful.
LIZ
Wear insect repellent. Wear long-sleeved shirrs, long pants and hats out-
doors. Do they realize how hot it gets in Calcutta?
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ANNE
Apparently not.
LIZ
Why were you at the doctors?
ANNE
Oh, just the regular check up.
LIZ
And?
ANNE
I'm fine. Getting old, but fine.
LIZ
You're not old.
ANNE
That's what you think.
(They fall inro silence. After a moment, it is dear that ANNE is crying.)
LIZ
Morn?
ANNE
Oh, I'm fine. Just thinking about you leaving is all.
LIZ
Since when do you get teary at see-you-larers?
ANNE
Well, this is a very special see-you-later.
(LIZ stands up and sits next to her mother. They hug. Lights change.
ANNE crosses back to living room.)
ANNE
It's hard.
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LIZ
She would tell me.
ANNE
Hard to mean it. Saying it is easy.
LIZ
Only takes the muscles in your mouth.
ANNE
Curling your tongue the right way.
LIZ
Voicing the right sounds.
ANNE
Bur saying it and meaning it, that's a different story.
LIZ
She once told me that "good-bye" originated from the phrase "God be
with ye."
ANNE
Sometimes I trunk that would be easier to say. It seems more genuine.
LIZ
She said good-bye is too hurried
ANNE
Casually tacked onto the end of conversations because it's efpected. We
don't really mean what we say
LIZ
We just say it.
(Beat.)
Everyone except my mother, that is. When she said it, she meant it.
(Lights change. LIZ meets ANNE center stage with her suit case. She is
about to board the plane.)
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LIZ
I can't believe I'm doing this!
ANNE
I can.
LIZ
I'm crazy! Ihave to be crazy!
ANNE
So what else is new? We've always been crazy.
LIZ
I'll call you as soon as I find.a phone in India.
ANNE
Okay, but it will only be a [en second call to tell me you're alive. That has
to be a high long distance charge.
LIZ
I was going to call collect.
ANNE
Well, I don't wam to pay that long distance charge either.
LIZ
I'm still going to call.
ANNE
I would be mad if you didn't.
LIZ
Oh, I think that was my section called.
(LIZ hugs her mother.)
LIZ
I'm so nervous!
ANNE
Don't be, it's going to be an awfully big adventure. I can't wait to hear all
about it in your letters.
LIZ
I love you, Mom.
ANNE
I love you, too, Lizzie.
(They stop hugging, but don't let go of hands.)
ANNE
Well, you should get going.
LIZ
Right.
(LIZ takes a few steps backwards, then turns her back and begins walking
offstage. As soon as she rums around, ANNE speaks.)
ANNE
Good-bye, my love.
(LIZ freezes, turning slowly to look at her mother. There is a confused
look on her face. ANNE smiles sadly, then slowly turns and walks off stage.
Black out. End of play.)
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Musings of a Whore
by Megan Vipond
ACTRESS
I am nor the girl you want at your dinner table. I am not the girl you
smile at when you pass in the hall. I'm not rhe one you date, I'm not the one
you love, and I'm not me girl that you're proud of. I'm the filthy secret that
you hide away with your dirty laundry. And usually ... usually I'm okay wirh
that. Usually I take the dirty looks and muttered insults without a backward
glance-just because they're true does not mean I have to react.
But there's this guy ... I know, that's what everyone says. (Mocking) Oh
my gosh, there's this guy, I think he's the ONE. No. I mean, yes... no. He's
a great guy, and I think 1 like him more than other guys I've met, bur ...
the one? That seems like such a limiting phrase. If it doesn't work out, then
what? Then what are yOll supposed to do if the one is nor the one? Just sit
around, I suppose. That's why I just have sex. No commitment, no risks, just
pleasure and a good time. This feeling scares me.
Ir's like butterflies in my stomach is the cliche, and way toi tame. It's like
hedgehogs. More prickly, more painful, and yet ic's also not too bad. Like,
if you rub it the right way, you don't get stabbed, but just the wrong way-
the wrong word, action, movement-and loads of pain erupt inside yo,u.
Yeah, that's about right. Pain. At first, I just wanted to have sex with h1m. I
just wanted to do the nasty with him and leave before he woke up in the
morning. That's the easiest way; no awkward conversations, no worrying
about whether I want waffles or pancakes for breakfast, and definitely no
awkward 'Can I be in the bathroom while she's showering?' thing. Just wake
up and your secret is gone, and you can pretend it never happened. And I
get that great feeling from doing what I need. Everyone is happy, no one is
pregnant, no one hurts.
I did. Not hurt, bur have sex with him. He wasn't the best I've had,
particularly ... but he was so nice to me. His eyes were beautiful. He looked
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at me with those gorgeous sea green eyes, and he wasn't ashamed of me. He
told me that 1 didn't have to do this, and that he wouldn't be disappointed.
He was a virgin, and he'd asked me so nicely, because he just wanted to
know what everyone was talking about. (grins) He cried afterwards. He
apologized about a million rimes for it, but I just thought it was cute. He
told me it wasn't me, oh no, he really liked me, and he'd asked for it. He just
wished that he would have saved himself for his wife, because he wanted to
feel for her the way he did for me in that instant.
And I think that's what got me. Either that, or the next morning. I woke
up early to leave him, and he woke up with a lazy smile on his face, his
golden hair ruffled and sticking up in wonderful directions. He said, "Thank
you." He offered to let me stay, and told me they had cereal for breakfast.
Cereal. So simple, and yet it just warmed me up in a way that I hadn't
experienced during my exclusively sex regime. I blushed. Can you believe
that? I blushed. I'm nor entirely sure what it is that makes blood rush up
to your cheeks when your embarrassed, but it happens, believe me. Then I
just muttered 'no thanks' and rushed from his room, creeping back down
the stairs and out the door. My car was around the corner, and as soon as
I reached it, I was gone. But it didn't end when I found another man that
night who was dying for release from his sexual tension. Or the next time.
Or the next. None of the times helped to erase that silly boy with his silly
grin from my mind.
As I stand here, alone, I think about him. I don't want to. I want him to
vacate my mind so I can go back to being me again, to not hurting. I know
there must be some switch inside me to get rid of the pain every time I feel
it. For the first time I have this awful feeling of guilt every time I have sex,
so much so that I stopped, cold turkey. No nicotine patches or anything.
The only urges I've felt lately ... they've been strange, typical feelings
for love-struck teenagers, not for women of experience. Not for women
who have made themselves known throughout the ciry as a whore. Not
for women like me. 1want him to hold me. I want him to kiss me softly,
gently. I want him to stroke my hair and grin at me whenever we pass on the
streets. I want him to stop and kiss me before he rushes off to whatever
appointment he has. I want him to ask me to go to a fancy dinner with him,
to watch a movie, to take a long walk on the beach, holding hands as the
ocean laps at our feet ...
This isn't normal. I don't like it. I want to take a shot gun, aim it at that
frustrating hedgehog that has taken root inside me, and blow its fuckin' head
off. And keep shooting until I can't find any piece of it left, nothing bigger
than a quaner. I'll set fire to what's left of ir, burning the remaining blood
and pieces into ash. Then I'll dump that ash off of a bridge somewhere.
Maybe a fish will eat it, and it will cease to exist. Then I won't have to hun
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anymore. I'm tired of this, of seeing him walking and feeling unable to reach
out and touch him, because I'm garbage. Garbage doesn't deserve a great guy
like him ... a great, cute, loving guy.
(On the verge of tears) Does anyone have a cure for this? I will pay you
whatever you ask, I'll do whatever you ask. Just. .. please ... (falls to knees)
I'm so lonely. If mere was a way to end this, I would feel so much better.
Please, just let me erase that night, erase him from my memory and my life.
I can't do this pretending anymore. Please... The only thing I can think of is
to go find him, tell him I love him and beg him to let me make it up to him.
Plead with him to forget my past and what I thought I was, pray that he will
forget that I am trash that shouldn't be touched with a ten foot pole. Hope
that he can get past the looks he'll receive when the world knows that we
have become an 'item' and he's dating a slut.
I can't tell him. It would hurt too much to be that vulnerable ... but I
think this hurts more.
I'll tell him.
I'll tell him.
I'll tell him.
(runs to the edge of stage; calls out, as if'speaking to someone, smiling) Peter!
Peter! I 10-... oh. Oh, that's your girlfriend. That's your ... that's ... I'm sorry
for bothering you."
(walks slowly to the center of the stage. Slowly pulls a gun from somewhere on
her person) I bought this. Right after that, I went and found a dealer, and I
bought it. It was an under-the-table kind of sale, so I didn't need to have a
license for it. I've never used one before, but I know what co do. I just point
this (slowly moves gun to her temple) here, and then I just pull this ... (hand
shakes; she slowly moves as if to pull the trigger, and then pulls it away from
herself She stares at it.) Bur it's so final. It's just. .. the end. I'm nor going to
heaven, if there is one. I'll roast in hell, bur that pain can't be any worse than
this. It can't be ... can it? Because I hurt so much right now ... «Slowly sinks
to her knees, holding the gun to her chest) This can be my cure. This can be my
way out. I can escape this pain.
Can I do it? Is it worth it?
Don't think. Don't think about it. It'll be over fast. You just pull the trig-
ger ... it's easy... (slowly raises the gun to her temple again. She breathes in once,
out once, deeply.) No one will miss the musings of a whore, anyway. (breathes
deeply a few more times before pulling the trigger and falling to the ground)
Blackout.
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Piano Memories
by Isaiah Custer
(We are in a brightly lit kitchen. It has black granite counrerrops, stainless
steel appliances, and cherty wood cupboards. In the middle of the stage is a
large island, with four tall chairs around it. A double sink, range, refrigerator,
microwave and more counrer space complete the kitchen. AMY is sitdng on a
stool in the kitchen on her cell-phone. Enter TREVOR he slams the door.}
TREVOR
I'm home.
AMY
(To TREVOR.) Don', slam that door. (Intophone.) I have to go, don't
ever call here again!
(TREVOR gives her a questioning look.)
It's nothing, just. .. someone from work.
TREVOR
Sure.
AMY
It was. His name was ... well, it doesn't matter.
TREVOR
Of course not. It never does.
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AMY
What's that supposed (Q mean? Never mind, I don't want to fight with
you today.
TREVOR
Well that's a change.
AMY
Do you want to start now?
TREVOR
Ah, there's rhe M I know.
AMY
It's easy for you to be the insolent, ungrateful son isn't it?
TREVOR
You make my job so tough for me.
AMY
Your job?
TREVOR
It's tiring going to school, practice and then having to come home-
AMY
Yeah, your life's a living hell.
TREVOR
Maybe you should try it sometime.
AMY
I'm doing well enough with my own.
TREVOR
If that helps you sleep at night.
AMY
Trevor.
TREVOR
What?
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AMY
Today is not the day.
TREVOR
Still stuck on that record groove, Mom? Tell me something new, like
when that day will come.
AMY
It'll come.
TREVOR
I'm not seven anymore you don't have to lie ro me.
AMY
I'm not. .. what are you ..
TREVOR
You're lying. You're pulling on your right ear
(Beat.)
'What's wrong?
AMY
Nothing, nothing. Uhm, how was school?
TREVOR
School.
AMY
Did anything interesting happen today?
TREVOR
Nope.
AMY
How was practice?
TREVOR
Fine, are you don~?
AMY
Yes. What do you want for supper?
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TREVOR
Anything but Mexican.
AMY
I don't know how we're related.
TREVOR
Ding, ding. We have a winner, you just asked the million-dollar question.
AMY
That's enough Trevor.
TREVOR
Yes rna' am. (Beat.) Later.
(TREVOR heads for the door.)
AMY
Where do you think you're going?
TREVOR
Out.
AMY
When will you be home?
TREVOR
Don't know.
AMY
It's really not mat hard to give me a time.
TREVOR
I'll be home when I get back.
AMY
Uh-uh. That won't get you by anymore, Trevor. I'm through with those
crappy excuses. Where's that going to get you in life?
TREVOR
Does it matter? "Why do you care?
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AMY
Because you're my son, Trevor, honestly, how can you even ask me that?
TREVOR
What's the sudden interest in your son? Was that your boss on your
phone? Did he finally fire you for mouthing of!?
That wasn't my boss! That was-
TREVOR
Who mom?
AMY
Itwas no one.
TREVOR
Well, obviously it was someone or you wouldn't be so upset.
AMY
Just let it go, Trev,
TREVOR
Let it go? That's all we do in this house. We let it go, and we forget about
it. You buried Dad, and then you buried everything about him.
AMY
Sometimes .. it's easier to do that.
TREVOR
Is it any easier mom? How has it been easier: keeping everything to your-
self; erasing him from our lives? It hasn't been easier on me.
AMY
I know it hasn't been easy.
TREVOR
At least you can remember him. I try to remember him ... but I can't. All
I remember is the piano. What's easy about that mom? What's easy for a
kid growing up without his dad?
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AMY
Please, do this for me.
TREVOR
Why, why should I do this for you?
AMY
Because I've given up so much of my life for you.
TREVOR
Really, were you there for me when you were always at work? How abour
when I would come home from school, sir on the couch and wait for dad to
come in and play for me? What have you done for me?
AMY
I could have given up, Trev, I could have stayed home with you. And I
wanted to, believe me. Bur then we wouldn't have this house, we wouldn't
have food. I haven't always been a mom, Trevor. I had plans, dreams.
TREVOR
I'm not stupid; you've got the whole 'I was your age once' thing.
AMY
Is that all you think my life has been, just regrets from when I was
younger?
TREVOR
It's not like your life turned out how you wanted, me being born, and Dad-
AMY
Stop right there!
TREVOR
What did I say now?
AMY
I don't want to talk about your father.
TREVOR
"What does Dad have to do with anything?
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AMY
He just. .. weren't you going to go our?
TREVOR
Smart, Mom, smart, but no dice. I want to know what's going on. That
day you keep talking about, it's now.
AMY
Tomorrow, Trevor. It's late, I'm going to bed.
TREVOR
There's something you're not telling me.
AMY
Tomorrow.
TREVOR
No, Mom! Now! 1 have a right to know.
AMY
1. Said. Tomorrow.
TREVOR
Maybe you can wait, but I can't. I've realized I didn't just lose him, I lost
you too.
AMY
Your father's alive.
END SCENE
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An Accidental Life
by Hannah Barker
Eleven miles away from this exact spot
lives a boy who only wears t-shirrs
and likes to sit on bridges and throw sticks
and wonders what falling feels like.
7.42 miles in the other direction
lives another boy who also wears r-shirts,
bur on occasion likes to add a button-up or a vest,
and lives to fish and swim
bur wonders what ir would be like to float
without the press of water on his back.
These boys have never met,
but they miss each other by two blocks
every grocery day. The first boy always
buys coffee with cream when his parenrs aren't watching.
~The second boy always takes his neighbor lady's offer
of iced tea when he passes her on her porch,
even in the wimer.
Neither boy has had his first kiss,
bur both have fallen in love,
though neither realized it while it was happening.
The 2nd of August of last year,
the second boy went for a midnight swim
and the first boy sat on his favorite bridge.
Each whispered his own prayer of longing
as his eyes filled with the promise of
the stars Roating beneath him or falling above him.
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Rain
by Linden Figgie
The gods cry in Whatcom County.
Big, wet, soppy. dewy cries
they weep. like worn-out mothers who eventually
snap over hand-printed wa.l1sand muddy carpet.
They shed over claustrophobic evergreens,
frazzled droplets pestering cracked gutters and chapped hands,
like the tattletale teaser down the street who
my sisters and I used to play with in sticky summertimes.
We are older now;
the youngest two like Brandons-
fair-skinned, blue-eyed, dirty hair; Granny's hips
and taunting bosom.
·We are older, but we still remember
the old plum tree we would play in, over there
by the overgrown junipers,
our makeshift rope swing just enough to push
our tiny weights out over the hill with the apple tree;
by the violet and pure white lilacs
we would pick and arrange in messy bouquets
with ferns and dandelions and stinky daisies
and then give to our mother.
We would play outside, even in the rain,
It rains a lot.
Clouds like burnt cotton candy heaved breathy odes,
dropping notes atop our naked heads,
staining our red raincoats.
We would open our mouths like hungry goldfish,
Ill'
trying to catch just a taste on our taut tongues
then giggling when it would tickle
our noses and eyelashes instead.
The mist set in fearlessly,haunting and quiet.
The air was heavier, the smell of asphalt suffocating
and delicious. Ir always is after a good rain.
Dad said wipe our feet. No mud on the carpet.
I wipe the crusty cake caps off my boots.
The socks sag halfway past my big toe and
slump around my soggy ankles.
My hair tangles into knotted ribbons. Stuck.
I try to comb it out gently, but it rips
and snags, like weeds tapped against barbed wire.
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Semi-Colons
by Sarah Kugler
A girl came into the Writing Center asking for a tutor-s-
me.
She said to look for sentence fluency, for clarity of detail,
Precision in punctuation.
No run-ons or fragments.
I asked if she felt comfortable reading aloud,
And she proceeded to spin me the story of her summer:
The death of the grandmother who'd raised her,
The forced sale of their family home [Q pay school loans,
The reappearance of the schizophrenic father
Who'd spent her childhood ~
Splitting time berween mental health hospitals
and his private, head-locked hell,
resurfacing for brief visirs-
One moment helping her color,
the next terrorized by voices only he could hear.
She wrote about the tears that rolled down his cheeks
As they pounded in the "SOLD" sign
k they closed Grandma's coffin
As he apologized
For missed Christmases and birthdays,
For the crazy days when Daddy didn't know who he was;
He apologized for leaving
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And for staying.
"Sorry you had to see me that way.
Sorry for everything."
She wrote about his grown man hands,
sun scorched and calloused still
from days spent outside years ago--One wringing
the neck of the other as he wept-
Tortured because these hands had failed to hold up his daughters
and terrified
that no time or word or work
could make these women take him back.
Her voice did not quaver.
Not once.
And I can only dream to be so brave;
So humble as to lay the horror of my life our on a table before a stranger,
Asking her to look over my grammar,
To check for strong transitions
and consistent semi-colons.
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Honorable Mention
A Different Kind of Affection
, by Hannah Barker
Sally picked up a red crayon.
It starred to melt in her hands,
wax filling in the cracks between her fingers.
She thought it was trying to hold her hand.
"You're very nice, but I'm in love with a goldfish,"
she told the melting wax.
The crayon's only response was to squeeze a little harder.
It had seen the way the goldfish's scales sparkled,
the way its tail flicked back and forth when it contemplated
how long it would take the crumbs of fish food to sink to nipping level,
the way it swam in a figure-eight in irs perfectly circular bowl.
If the crayon were a different color, it might be in love with the goldfish roo,
but Sally's skin was tinged with just the right green.
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Honorable Mention
Joshua
by Aaron Bauer
I'll never forget the days when I lived next to a giraffe.
He entered with no name, no direction,
nothing but a story.
We called him Joshua
because he was saved
from "out there."
We called him Joshua,
like the tree,
because of the way they both stretched their roots deep.
We called him Joshua,
like the Israelite,
because of the way rhey both so often turned their faces to the sky.
On his head was a shaggy, unkempt tufr of hair that shone with grease;
he refused to duck into the shower, for the sake of Africa.
He slipped his slim hips into skinny jeans,
left a moustache above his lips by any means necessary;
it freaked our parents out.
And that giraffe had been everywhere.
Looked over great walls,
fought glacial winters,
boldly gone where tulips bloom by the millions
... and those are just the places he would speak of.
All mat time he seemed ahead of the world
but behind his generation,
looking for some complex place to call his own.
But while he was ours, we would dance;
Until 11 o'clock when the gates would lock and the lights fell dim,
. with all the neighborhood kids around him,
we would dance.
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Towering over us all, my giraffe neighbor would pause the music,
freeze us in mid-air,
and speak to the world a reminder
that God gave us the gift oflegs so we could dance.
And my neighbor, rhat lanky giraffe, had more of that gift than anyone
on the block.
He would never tire like the rest of us.
Now "Joshua" is no more than a whisper, lingering like a rotting joke;
a white ghost leaving a white trail in these narrow halls.
But he left behind a great stone, a foundation built on joy,
so we still dance, even without him there,
often after the gates have clicked shut
and the stars have opened their eyes.
Because God gave us the gift oflegs so we could dance,
and myoid neighbor, that lanky giraffe,
pushed us to dance as if we had more of that gift than anyone on
the block.
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Love Letters
by Kelly Burds
B might have a crush on L
But L's in love with C
C is dating G's friend S
and S's ex is B
Hand T had their firstdate
D just bought "The Ring"
A and M will celebrate
Seven years this spring
E and J broke up last week
Who'd have thought they'd part
and I rmghr be in love with U
So please ... don't break my heart
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Your Words Are More Pointed
Than My Heels
by Emily Wohlers
I wander the streets for God.
3:32 in the morning looks almost different.
Here I find Him in grass,
In' flickering street lights,
In you.
I hate this hour.
I hate to return.
To rerum means battle.
In this place I do not see God in the eyes of a single soul.
"Christian" is just another word thrown,
Like "fuck," "love," and "community."
I refrain from calling freely to my Father.
I am dirty, not allowed grace.
Everything said about God is a lie.
I am ugly, unworrhy, deplorable.
When I say, "I love my God,"
Laughter strains my heart.
Punch the card once,
Put in time.
Fuck love.
Community.
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Room with a Gong
by Ryan Davis
in me middle of the widest space
in the house with the broken window on the third floor
stands a gong
alone
when 1 stepped inside the door
the wood floor creaked
like rhe oak had
as cold steel bit
the only stump left in the yard looks in
through the only window
broken window
and sometimes when the wind blows
through the glass fragments
rhe old walls sigh
and the gong floats on still
in silence
hanging
waiting
waiting
waiting for the strike
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Ophelia's Descent
by Jocelyn Van Dyke
Sinking lower,
Drifting to rest in her watery grave;
Arms outstretched,
Fingers reaching, grasping at nothing.
Water lapsing, licking up skin, consuming breath.
Not a struggle stirs within her;
Instead submission becomes her only desire.
Fading from consciousness,
She becomes immune to this impulse.
Disconnecting herself from realiry;
Happier times echo within her soul.
The laughter of yesterday reverberates in her heart,
And a feeling of what once was slowly dies away.
Ebb and flow, she becomes one with the tide,
Just another ripple in the current of life.
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Purple Autumn
by Andrew Starn
When you leave on the light,
Not the bright lamp, but the
Purple Christmas Lights
For me,
I know.
Taking off your socks
In a dark dorm room
Is a clusrerfuck of difficulty.
You understand this.
Tdid not realize this until the breaker blew.
You knew.
You peered up and watched.
I tumbled into my closet
I caught your half-ass grin.
Asshole.
Thank you for the light.
11,e Dim Purple Light
That says a wrestler-boy can love a fern-boy.
I. like rhar.
It's new.
New says you're familiar.
New says I'm not an oddball.
I'm not an oddball.
You remind me I'm not.
Sometimes I make your bed
And adorn it with throw pillows.
Okay, maybe I.
Am.
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But you spoon my Little Orange Pillow
Every night.
You compress it against your build.
I can catch the appreciation.
You're a sensitive wrestler-boy.
Maybe you're the fern-boy.
Then who am I?
... the oddball.
I stuck some Burnt Orange Thistle Globe
In a Perrier Bottle on the
Window sill.
They absorb the fallen crisp leaves
And the brisk Autumn nights.
The blossoms sway in the gentle breeze
Under the Dim Purple Light.
You can't seem them from your bed,
Bm I can.
They dance their nightly gala
And whisper their spirited lullabies.
Goodnight.
Give me one more cigarette,
Then I'll join.
Each night the pile of Throw Pillows
On the floor,
Grows.
I love this extended Autumn.
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Fingerprints
by Aaron Bauer
You have left fingerprints on the backs of hands,
mistaken for Rose trying to save Jack after the boat sank,
drank enough bourbon co make wind chimes,
worn holes in borrowed sweatshirts,
worn holes in borrowed words.
You keep it all in boxes-alphabetized, categorized, oversized boxes-
packed in the attic, arranged by the change in your emotional seasons.
Were the house to burn, you would go down swinging.
flinging streams of rears to douse the flames.
You would remember every instant,
remember every rollercoasrer,
remember every poem owned through the minures.
Remember why you held so tightly to begin with?
A carbonire embrace produced by a promise:
"I'll give you all I've got, just spare me your time."
Even with the bulbs flickering their last goodbye,
you make "stubborn" look like compliance.
You know to let go and let God,
but it's odd how much your hands shake when you unclench that grip.
Your fingers snap back with elasticity.
Not even tachyons have time to slip between your digits.
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A Mumbai Daydream
by Jennifer Kahanic
Bubble liquid blinking up at me
AJ; back and forth I pace the sea
And a paper lotus with zebra inspiration
Lies on the sand next to my ocean
This time I've spent at the window sill
All follows me still like the tide
My bedtime daydreams and good morning memories
Are shells clogging the sands of time
And outside this rose-caged ballet
I'm breathing in a Mumbai cascade
Since this cement garden is splattered with perfection
My heart floods it with your reflection
I dance to satisfy the echoes of a tune
AJ; I wake up lost in the blue
Your fingertips still tracing my heart lost on the shore
My sore chest empty and waiting for you. (
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The Window Pane Frosts
Crimson
by Emily Wohlers
I wonder what it would be like to bathe in the blood of poets,
Red waves of sensitivity,
Blooming stains of well-thought expression upon my breast,
My mouth would never lose the metallic taste,
Of a hurting soul,
Or a drunk lover,
or. .... maybe not.
Maybe my thoughts would callout (0 their brothers,
Inviting the thick stream to seep into my hair,
To not let go,
Until I feel it.
Drip.
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Metaphor
by Anna Bartlett
She had a dream
In which her dreams
Came true.
She passed someone
Who looked familiar
A sign, an omen
This time that hole
Will be filled
She saw him again
They talked
He didn't know her
Name
But his eyes knew hers
A scrap of paper glued
Itself to her shin in the wind
She snatched it up
312jeffirson, 10:15
An abandoned garage
She waited outside
Waited
Went in to look around
And found norhing but
A mirror
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Black,White, Gray
by Amanda Schuld
Black and white tonight are the sights between lights.
Snow gives a glow. It flows in the blow and I know
that in the street it will eat the beat of my feet.
It will erase each pace as I race to face, to embrace
my friend. We intend to mend and defend
our friendship that we let slip through a hardship.
The smell that befell at the sound of the bell
I could tell would impel icself to sell.
The coffee to me seemed to plea to be
bought. J sought and caught the spot where
we used to speak about our weeks. The way we would seek
to arrange and change the range of
our direct affect and correct the neglect
in the world as it whirled and twirled.
We had the desire and the fire to inspire
others. Mothers and brothers should
hear and give ear, shed a tear
for the error of the terror.
We wanted to reform the norm and storm
the mind of mankind. To find
the wrong that has been strong for so long.
We would repair our share of the despair and swear co do
right in the height of the fight.
Little did we know, the pain in this world is not black and white.
It can not be remedied with just a seed, a weed of a creed
that couldn't be kept. I wept, could not accept that we had
ceased, released our least selfish
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proposition, the ignition and ambition for our mission.
He never came. Perhaps shame for the game he'd
played made him afraid of my
eyes, the way they'd see through his lies, his disguise of
the facts. The way they'd tax his ability
to tolerate and wait through the hate I could not abate.
Black and white tonight are the sights between lights.
Snow gives a glow. It flows in the blow and I know
that in the street it will eat the beat of my feer.
It will erase each pace from this place.
It will caress and bless with finesse this mess,
the gray reflection, introspection, lack of direction.
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Day of Learning in Community
by Kelly Burds
The danger of one srory
My mom rold me that our village
now gets electricity eight hours a day
Fifty one genes activate before sex
differentiation and gonad development
Men and women come to the same conclusion
bur how they get there differs
Autism, William's syndrome, and
how we are all tied together
Mirror Neurons!
Wait, so neuroscience can prove
chat everyone's a little bit racist?
I, as a white male, am privileged
in our society
The difference between sex and gender
Will you be my special somepony?
There will be gays
Compared to me, you're a deshorto
That is an excellent Dante's Inferno reference
The stereotypes about Muslims from medieval times
are the same ones being circulated now
Swag is your own version of cool
Lisren...USTEN ...Learn.
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I'd Rather Sit By The Pool
And Write
by Holly Stewart
Welcome to Sunny San Diego!
Sarcasm.
Dripping.
Like the rain on the roof of this outlandishly posh hotel.
13 floors above:
Business suits & brainwashed minds.
The Common Good!
The Socially Just!
The Educated'
The fools.
With their ideas of change of hope and of 'we can.'
Of course we can change,
we can hope,
we CAN.
But will we?
Not when there is money co be made in complacency and s.,-ninars;
in symposiums and conventions;
in conferences and forums.
In any noun representing a get together of a large amount of higher .'
education discussing problems they give the illusion that rhey want to
solve but never will!
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QBlack Tie Concert-
Going Practice Room Love
by Abigail Bierly
I'm in love with a boy who plays the clarinet.
He's tall and wears black and white
Just like it.
He starts ro play slowly,
His fingers working conservative magic.
He stays near middle C, slowly tesring the waters.
Soon, his range extends co the A in FACE
And the E in All Cows Eat Grass.
And although I enjoy the beauty in his method,
I can't help but amici pate the jump
To above and below the staff,
Forsaking caution bur always in COntrol.
He uses his dissonant notes sparingly
But oh! When he uses them!
How beautifully clashing they are!
His music some might call pedantic,
Ic winds and meanders slowly.
Bur I appreciate a man who takes his rime.
The music's subtle nuances
I could rake the rest of my life to explore.
And when the song ends,
And I snap our of my trance,
When the spell is broken
And the world stops dancing,
When the memory of the experience
Is all that remains
In the calm silence,
Oh how then I beg him for more!
With a wink and a smile, his eyes lit up and shining,
He lifts the instrument he loves to his lips again
And slowly, magically, beautifully
Dances with my soul.
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My Computer Wished Me a
Happy Birthday (And My
Friends Were All Away)
by Anna Bartlett
A thousand virtual waves
traveled [0 the stars and back and,
learning nothing from their journey,
brushed past her cheek
and were engulfed by the
wall that sropped their flight.
She sat alone,
but she was surrounded.
Distance is supposed co make the
heart grow fonder,
but the difference between
here and there
is hardly any difference at all.
(
Silent phones and inboxes
have changed from solitude
co become neglect.
We don't know each other.
We don't know ourselves.
The seeking, the searching,
the unanswered whys
are left to themselves
to find where the
rhreads lead,
to end up right back
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-
inside
where meaning lurks,
elusive.
We are all connected
an ocean wide
and a knuckle thick.
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10 Minutes at Home
by Kristin Trease
home
somewhere
anywhere
adventure
lies in wait
anxious for
us to start
whatever
that
is
winding roads
ripped maps
shuffled playlisrs
bare feet
windows rolled down
your hair whipping
through the wind
baggy t-shirt and
ripped jeans
hole in your pocket
coins dropping
on the sidewalk
pennies face up
for the next person
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your hand takes mine
rain dripping From rhe
sky light gray clouds
rolling over deep blues
this road takes us
somewhere
anywhere
wherever
that
is
you sing loudly
off key just like me
smiles exchanged
mumbles when we
don't know the words
they said we're crazy
they may be tight
who are they
and why do we
listen to them
this adventure
has no rules
this Friendship
has no bounds
because when
I'm with you
whenever
that
is
l'm home
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Painting
by Ashlee Eiesland
The art students in my high school
Painted
ceiling tiles.
Before their inspired idea, I'm sure students walked through the halls
underneath plain white cardboardish ceiling tiles. Like walking underneath
dirty snow or a pollured sky.
But. ..
Now ...
The skies of that school are decorated with
blues and greens and reds and purples and oranges.
With. cars and cows and team logos and scenery by rivers and Yellow
Submarines and Jesus Crosses.
They hover above us.
Floaring rhrough rhe sky.
Whar if rhe world's sky was like that'
Wouldn't it be liberating if the blues of the heavens were also adorned
with the Yankees roster 0[2010 being hurdled by a chestnut horse who was
steered by the leader of the sk8rs micro-culture as Mark Twain's face (only
his face) overlooked with satisfaction at this newly created world?
If we all walked around with paintbrushes for hands and, when we felt
like it, made our mark on me air, sidewalk, trees, ground, sky?
Would the world seem smaller because everywhere I went I~ould be
reminded of the fact that it's not just me in this world? I'm not alone.
Because just hours ago you created here. And hundreds of years ago, a
pioneer created here too. But he left his signature.
And fire couldn't burn it away and water couldn't wash it away and bombs
couldn't explode it away and hatred couldn't intimidate it away.
Our waterfalls and mustangs and river scenes and giant flowers and Mark
Twain faces could be a certificate of our presence in the world.
Presences that say,
Here.
This is
Life,
Living,
Creation.
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Sacrifical Poeticism
by Megan Weidner
This poem is a sacrifice, it is rneanr to be beaten and slashed and rubbed
raw. The judges, the audience, the slamming veterans can tear it apan with
their claws bared. They can pull this poem apart fiber by fiber because that is
why it exists. It has one reason for its short life, [Q die. Beat it, scratch it and
then slice it open and hold it up high so the blood overflowing from gaping
wounds, sloshes [Q the Roar. And later after my own sacrificial creation, this
small piece of art, my very first slam poem, has been thoroughly gouged
and isolated into small piles separated by verbs and nouns, adjectives and
metaphors, light the fire. And we will dance and dance in the blood that was
spilled. Let my small contribution be consumed by tongues of flames that
swallow first, this synonym, and then, that small carefully enunciated word.
That word, thar fell off my tongue.
My tongue, that is the only part of my body still moving, still following
the orders of my brain as the rest of my being trembles with nerves and I
can feel that fire. Ifeel it burning through the ends of each nerve in my arm,
wrist, and hand. My stomach feels like there is an ocean inside me and wave
after wave is beating at my belly button trying to force its way out or it will
go up my throat. The fireworks are tingling in my thighs, kneecaps and feet.
But it is ok.
This was supposed [0 happen.
This is a sacrifice. When I started this journey I knew the purpose of my
poem was to be destroyed, it was creared to be killed.
I'm giving it (Q you. Rip it to shreds.
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I Don't Have Keys
by Ryan Davis
I've looked everywhere
(list of possible locations), and here.
echoes
(echoes)
plink (plink)
Dropped them last week
(week).
Tripped
and (hey fel
I
dow
n the
s.
p
e
s
hmm sounds too recent.
I can't remember
wh I pur (hem.
ere,
h
out in the all,
or down underneath
the footsteps of everyone.
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Standing Sound
by Emma Lundgren
I'm testing the microphone
to settle the cracks and fizzles
in hopes that someone will hear
the cracks in my voice when I begin to truly believe
what r say.
Testing the microphone
to see if I'm as lonely as I feel on a stage for
one
testing ones and twos
hoping me third time's alarm
won't shoot screaming into your dreams
of redemption.
Testing the microphone
with my tentative voice
afraid someone might hear
fearing no one is here to see and sip as poems and passion drip from the lips
of those brave enough to draw from the well of soul.
Take a sip and a seat
and drink in the confidence of sharing terror
of fading into the silence of constant noise
white or black or whatever color fits the fright
of stage or the day and age of being alone.
Testing the microphone, proving even on my own I am standing
still
standing.
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Love's Composition
by Sarah Odom
In the beginning
was a song
but the music
waited to live
now
A resonant voice
transcends over dark water
searching for its composition
Anothervoice-subtle and pure
meets with the resonant voice
and the music
begins
Within each voice
a fantasy dwells
the fantasy longs
for a dancer
a way to feel the music
with its physical being
The physical being
also longs for
the voice
that it may be heard
above all else
Alas, the dancer must wait
for the song is still being composed.
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